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SATAN'S DRUMMEB:
Child Porn And Blackmail
Among U.S. Elite & Gov't,
Back several weeks, in the 12/7/93 TERRORISTIC!"
high-places) and by ousted lawyer Jim
issue of CONTACT, Commander Hatonn
Moreover, Commander most emphati- Vassilos (filling in the action from the
introduced 'Project Monarch" as a par- cally cautioned: 'You will also find that Chicago hotbed of Satanic activity).
titularly old and sordid standout among you MUST go back and relate the informaThen, the next real bomb of shocking
our Government's secret Black Budget (that tion, about the child pornography rings of information from Renick and Vassilos
i s 'blacked-out" or hidden on the viewable international proportion, to this material. appeared in last week's CONTACT--with
Congressional budget sheets) operations. Kiddies, you have to grow up now-and the web now expanding to link three major
Among other, almost unbelievable things realize that you are in the most terrible money-child pornography-drug operations
that the mind-control machinery of Project time of the ending of society as you have under the more current buzz words of the
Monarch has to do with is, for instance, ever, in history, known it to be. I ask you 'Franklin-Zapata-Inslaw" connection.
the kidnapping and murder of children by to BRING GOD WITHIN AS YOU READ Geez, these major webs of intrigue sure do
mentally-programmed beings.
THIS."
tangle together quickly and completely!
That Project Monarch discussion in
Now we come to this week's even-moreWell, a no more appropriate 'wake-up
CONTACT was precipitated by the recent call" was ever given to us and since that shocking outlay by Renick and Vassilos,
(at that time) abduction and murder of utterly shocking 12/7/93outlay on Project starting on page 2. Once again, Ray and
little Polly Klaas in Petaluma, CA. A s Monarch, CONTACThas presented several Jim do not hesitate to name names and
Commander Hatonn stated a t the time, updates expanding the spider webs connect the otherwise hidden aspects of
'You are letting the Devil, himself, repro- associated with this horrid activity.
this degenerate affair.
gram your entire existence.' And about
However, to help you come to your own
The first of these updates occurred in
the top-secret Project Monarch itself, he the 12/21/93 CONTACT, in separate but informed opinion about just what i s THE
said, 'This program ha,s been ongoing for related discussions by Ray Renick (look- TRUTH of these incredibly diabolical acFOUR DECADES, readers, so don't think ing a t the connections from the West Coast's
this is new and terroristic. It is OLD AND San Luis Obispo, CA den of crooks-in- (Pleasesee S A T A N ' S DRUMMERS, p.4 )
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Franklin Coverup Continued:
--

BABY "FINDERSv-BLACK TAR HEROIN-AND SATANISM

More From Renick & Vassilos
The following is a direct transcription
of a telephone conference call between Jim
Vassilos from Chicago, Ray Renick, incarcerated in San Luis Obispo, California, a n d
Rick Martin for CONTACT on I / 1 1 / 93.
Whether or not to run a story such as you
are about to read i s not a decision which
CONTACT arrives a t lightly. It i s our
responsibility to present information which
comes into our attention in a timelyfashion.
We do not want to appear to be something
that we are not: investigative journalism
requires countless hours of research, phone
calls, back-up documentation and, generally speaking, a budget. Any one of the
stories wepresent in any given week could
become a fill-time job from the research
aspect. Simply put, we don't have the time,
staff, funds and, in many cases, access to
independently confirm certain aspects of
what we are presenting.
We always a s k that our readers be discerning a n d fit the pieces to the puzzle
through your own investigative efforts. Our
paper is, you'll remember from the masthead, "news reviewn. We would, additionally, expect the various intelligence a n d
law enforcement agencies to do their iobs
when information being presented is related to criminal activity. We are NOT the
judge a n d jury! We are in the information
sharing business, and we do that to the
very best of our ability. Let the judicial
system, corrupt as it is, and hope&lly with
the aid of a jury, handle the dispensing of
judgements.
--Dl, Edwin M, Young, Editor-In-Chief
Ray: Now, you remember Gary Wean's
book that you talked about, THERE'S A
FISH IN THE COURTHOUSE; in it he talks
about the theft of automatic weapons and
machine guns from National Guard Armories all across the country and especially in California in the 50s and 60s. Do
you remember that?
Rick: Sure do.
Ray: And there were several people
associated with that. Gary Wean talks
about Menachem Begin, the Israeli terrorist.
Rick Yes.
Ray: And the gangster, Mickey Cohen,
o u t of L.A.
A m a n named Abraham
Davidian. Remember that name? Sound
familiar?
Rick: Yes, these are all repeats. Yes.
Ray: Ok, now, those weapons that were

flown from the armory all went to Israel for
the War of Independence, the Yom Kippur
War, the Six Day War, do you remember
the wars they had there?
Rick: Yes.
Ray: Alright. Now, I was wondering
how so many of these machine guns got to
Waco. Well, what happened is, after the
wars of independence, when Israel started
replacing their weapons with modern weapons, all these machine guns came back to
the United States. They came back to Paso
Robles, California, back to William Clark
and Ronald Reagan and Reinhart Gehlen.
Now, a factory was set-up in Paso Robles,
now this was in the news. Several people
went to jail on account of this. It's not
hear-say.
Rick: Do you have a year?
Ray: No, I don't. Five or six years ago,
four or five years ago. I'm not sure. Ok,
now, one of the people that helped set up
this factory was a friend of Ronald Reagan's
from L.A. named Weatherby.
Now,
Weatherby had a gun factory where he
made custom hunting rifles. Do you rem e m b e r t h a t ? Have you h e a r d of
Weatherby?
Rick: I have heard of Weatherby.
Ray: Ok, now, hundreds, maybe thousands, I don't know how many machine
guns were involved i n this but they were
reconditioned in Paso Robles in a heavy
barn-type factory. Now, I don't know. This
would be in the 80s, probably, around the
time of the big investigation of Inslaw,
down in the Cabazon Reservation, and soon. Ok, now, I have heard four or five
places where those machine guns were
dispersed to after they left Paso Robles.
One of them, of course, would be Waco,
Texas, to the Branch Davidians. Now, you
remember, there was a stash of automatic
weapons in Waco. Ok, another place would
be Riverside (County, California) to the
Cabazon Indian Reservation. And there
are eye-witnesses to the automatic weapons and machine-gun demonstration a t
the Cabazon Reservation-one would be
Dennis Dayle.
Rick: Well, Ray, we're running a story
from our last conversation in which Jim
put out a n all-points, so to speak, to readers for information about how to reach
him.
Ray: You remember Jim sent out subpoenas, and one went to the DEA looking
for Dennis Eayle and they "never heard of

him". They said he never existing. I was on
a teleconference with Dennis Dayle two
years ago...
Jim: Yes, put this on the transcript. I
have, in writing, where the DEA wrote "no
such person" to one of their own top officials, Dennis Dayle.
Ray: Another person that was a t the
Cabazon Indian Reservation and witnessed
these automatic weapons was James Mills,
author of THE UNDERGROUND EMPIRE, in
which he goes into this whole spiel. He
spent five years with the Central Tactical
Unit writing that book. Qf course, there's
a third person connected with the Cabazon
Indian Reservation who we won't mention
right here. Of course, Riverside Cabazon
Indian Reservation Inslaw case i s connected to Danny Casolaro, i s connected to
Barry Goldwater, is connected to San Luis
Obispo County with Operation Zapata.
Jim: Let me interject that Danny, at
one point, was going to name his book
ZNDIO, for Indio, California, Riverside
County, Cabazon Reservation.
Ray: Now, another place that these
machine guns were seen, by eye witnesses
that I know personally, was on the Nipomo
Mesa where the drug labs were a t the junk
yards which were owned by, the property
was owned by, County Supervisor Ruth
Brackett. An& that whole area, between
Pomeroy road and the junk yard i s called
the devil'splayground because of the vast
number of satanic cults and ritual murders that take place there. Now, of course,
Pomeroy, the prosecutor for the District
Attorney's office, i s very prominent, his
name i s very prominent in this area and a t
the time of the Dennis Dayle investigation,
Christopher Money was the District Attorney. Now he is a Judge. He was supposed
to hear my case next week but we got him
replaced. Some other people that were
involved with this area are Mark Wolpert,
who i s a relative of Judge Harry Wolpert;
Robin Baggett, a man named Richard
Howell, a n o t h e r m a n named Harlan
Ridenouhr-he was representing the motorcycle gangs. Now, these weapons.. .
Jim: What about Leam? I forget his
last name.
Ray: Oh yeah, that's another one.
Jim: The point is, he represented the
Mossad.
Ray: Ok, these machine guns all went
south via the motorcycle gangs in Long
Beach. And there is a Deukmejian connec-
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tion in here also. And they also went to
Mexico through the Cecilia-Falcone organization and this stuff all came back to
California in the form of heroin. Now, you
member that, a couple of weeks ago you
had an article in the CONTACTabout Project
Monarch. You had another article about
Cathy O'Brian.
Rick: Right.
Ray: Who was mixed up in an episode
with Ronald Reagan, President De L a
Madrid of Mexico and Vice President Salinas. There is another Mexican involved in
this and he lived next-door to my sister in
Burbank, and his name was Octavio Elias.
And he was the partner with Robert Morre
who owned a large spread a t Avila Beach.
Rick: A large what?
Ray: Large acreage where they ran
cattle a t Avila Beach. Now, on your July 6
issue of CONTACTyou have a transcript of
me talking with Tom Valentine of Radio
Free America. Tom Valentine grew up in
Avila Beach and knows Robert Morre. Ok,
Morre built San Luis Bay Estates and golf
courses on drug money from the cattle that
were coming up from Mexico with drugs in
them. We walked through this before.
Rick: Yes.
Ray: Octavio Elias was a partner with
Robert Morre and I knew him very well. I
used to work on some of his vehicles and
when he came up to visit Morre he would
stop a t my place in Los Osos. And he
personally told me he was a partner with
Morre. So, I'm sure, there were some of the
machine guns connected into this Zapata
cattle operation out of Mexico. I believe,
and 1"vesaid this to Rick before Jim mentioned it, but I thought that his ranch was
in Durango, Mexico.
Rick: Who's ranch?
Ray: Octavio Elias. Now, Elias is a
relative of a Mexican president. I think his
grandfather was president. And he also
was connected with De La Madrid and
Salinas. I've known people, personally,
that drove the trucks that haul the cattle
from Mexico. I know people, personally,
that were cutting out the cattle that were
specially marked to go to Zapata Farms
meatpacking plant.
Some of this was
done on the Jack Ranch in Paso Robles.
The Jack Ranch, I think, is owned by or
run by Willlam Clark. Ronald Reagan was
seen there playing cowboy and helping cut
the cattle out by a t least four people. I
could name these people but I won't right
now for their own safety. This part of the
Elias thing i s speculation. Everything else
is eye-witness. I'Le got so much information on it that it's very accurate, I believe.
There was one other commodity that
was involved here besides the machine
guns and the heroin and cocaine, and that
was babies. And with that I11 turn it over
to Jim to get the Chicago connection here.
Jim: Durango is well known in the
Chicago area as the starting point for what
is know a s the Herrera Family. And the
Herrera Family push Mexican 'mud" into
Chicago. Mexican mud is Mexican brown
heroin. Now, the Mexican mud, which is
the brown heroin, would come up on what
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was called El Tacco's pipeline into the
southwegt suburbs: In fact, on 159th
street in Chicago, it's called the Dan Ryan
Expressway, there is a truckstop there
that could probably hold 500 trucks. I
mean, it's just acres and acres of trucks
and, back there apparently, they would
switch the loads. But in any event, it was
called Tacco's pipeline and that pipeline
would bring up the Mexican mud and the
babies for human sacrifice. And the
Durango connection, apparently, from what
Ray's investigation has turned up, was
like the nexus or the hinge or the V. In
other words, material would go down from
California on one leg of the V, and up the
other leg would come stuff into Chicago,
because there is a cross-over between the
people in Chicago and the people in California-from the Mossad, the Italian Mafia, and the Bush gang, and the satanists.
There's a cross-over with the satanists,
human sacrificers too because the Mossad
is covering it up in both places. Also, there
are Chicago policemen who are, of course,
they cover up the Tacco pipeline, which
brings up the Herrera mud and the babies
and one of the cover-up policemen is an
enforcer who, if anybody gets involved in
the satanism or the Herrera, he is the one
sent out to back them off the case. His
name is Gerardo Garcia, also known as
Jerry Garcia, he's in the headquarters at
1121 S. State. He's in the Special Investigations division, special investigations
section, directly of the Office of the Superintendent.
Rick: Of the police department?
Jim: Superintendent of the police department of Chicago, Illinois, which is a
very big job in Chicago. And he personally
threatened me in downtown Chicago. He
came up to me with his gun exposed and
stuck his hand in my face and told me to
stay out of certain situations involving the
satanic baby murders. In addition to that,
there is another police officer that they use
in Chicago that protects the situation revolving around the Finders cult, also known
a s the Finders division. In a sense, it's the
cross-over between the CIA and the FBI
where they provide children for pedophilia
and human sacrifice and they provide the
children
Rick: Who provides?
Jim: The FBI and the CIA.
Rick: Ok.
Jim: They have a building in Virginia
Rick: I wanted to be sure I was hearing
that right.
Jim: Yes. The FBI and the CIA and it's
a cross-over and the person who was in
charge of i t a t the CIA was Kippy
Richardson. Kippy Richardson. And he,
in the past, had an office directly in Langley (Virginia). He has now moved out.
There have been over 300 separations from
the CIA, I believe they're trying to distance
themselves from these satanic/human sacrifice/pedophile killers. And Kippy now
runs an independent operation in New
York. Apparently the Finders division is,
more or less, his division, to handle procuring of the children which they just grab

...

...

off the streets, basically. Any child in the
United States is at risk. And Ken Lanning,
at the FBI headquarters, who is known a s
the Profile Chief or the Psychological PsyOp Chief, all of the reports from all over the
country-anytime there's a police report it
goes in on the national, the name escapes
me now, but there's a report form where
they report crimes and it goes on the FBI
computer and if it involves satanism, the
point is, Ken Lanning was at the control of
the computers-he was the behavioral science chief, and his job was to identify the
persons involved and when a name came
up that was in satanism, he would send
back on the computer-Do Not Investigate!
He is one of the people that personally was
involved in approximately 13 murders,
probably many more, but 13 that we can
name in the Franklin cover-up. Eleven in
Nebraska, two in Illinois, and Ken Lanning
and Nick O'Hara were personally involved
in the perpetration and cover-up of many,
if not all of those murders.
Rick: Who is Nick O'Hara?
Jim: Nick O'Hara was one of the Special Agents in charge that was just sacked..
[This i s prominent in the page-5 article.]
Rick: Ok
Jim:
the last week of December. He
was transferred from Omaha, Nebraska to
Minneapolis, Minnesota. In his short tenure in Minneapolis he was tied to another
murder where someone was grabbed off
the street, used a s sex-slave, and when
they were apprehended by the local police,
Nick O'Hara shows up a s the FBI man to
take over the case and the key witness
winds up dead with a bullet in his head, in
Nick O'Hara's charge but there's no investigation. And that was within the last
couple of months up in Minnesota. So, the
point is, the Finders cult operates out of
Virginia, I believe it is, they have a building there
Rick: And this is still true?
Jim: Oh it's still true, January 1994.
They also used Milwaukee as one of their
transit sites, but they would seed children
out of Chicago through the Illinois Sach
Erectors Company in Elk Grove Village
and the cover-up person for that is youth
Detective Gregory Masonick star # 15004,
at the Grand Central Station, 5555 W.
Grand Avenue in Chicago. He was the
cover-up officer who threatened people
whose children were known to be abused.
In fact, we have a case where he beat and
kicked the mother and the witness, two
women, who had found their child with his
ear partly torn off in an alley and he was
called onto the scene. He beat and kicked
the witnesses and charged them with the
crime. And, all of that is identified that he
is the enforcer for pedophiles here in Chicago in case #88CR6848. So, anyway,
what they would do is thieve the children
from Chicago into Milwaukee and then
Milwaukee was the transit point for the
Finders. They would come up from Florida,
and their mid-west transit point was Milwaukee.
Rick: What was that case number
again?

.
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Jim: 88CR6848, a felony criminal case
Jim: Yes.
United States--just like delivering milk or
where the mother who found the child, laying
Ray: Devil's playground.
bread. They drug them, they put them in
in an alley, was herself beaten and kicked on
Jim: Devil's playground. What they would cages and deliver them for sacrifice Saturday
the ground and she was charged with kidnap- do is, this links into Matamoros. Do you recall night.
ping her own child when she called the police Matamoros?
Rick: On a slightly differentmatter, why do
and brought the child to the police station.
you suppose Janet Reno decided to reopen
Rick: Yes, I do.
And that was done by Gregory Masonick, the
Jim: Ted Gunderson, who we work with, Franklin? pedophile enforcer.
predicted on the Gemldo show that there
Jim: She was told to.
Rick: And he's still on the job? Still very would be bodies found in what (theycalled) is
Rick: By people above her?
much alive?
called a ritual s a m idisplay or amngement.
Jim: Yes.
Jim: Oh, they're still on the job right now, I believe it was 17 in a circle, laid out in various
Rick And doyouthink mythingwillcome ofit?
that's correct. Jerry Garcia is still on the job ways. There were multiple circles of 17 dead
Jim: I'm working on that now to try to see
waiting for a chance to get at me. And so is humans in each circle and Ted predicted that that that occurs. I don't have any faith or
Gregory Masonick. Now, if it happens outside those would soon be found. And, in fact, they reason to believe it will be anythmg but a
of Chicago, that's when they bring in Dave were found in Matamoros and the point is, white-wash until I get some assurances from
Carter, who is the Sheriff of Cook County, they processed some of the heroin into tar some very reliable people. However, hearing
Sheriff/police/gunman and detective who heroin there in Matamoros. This is right that it's even reopened is a step way ahead of
threatens people and he is the one that they across the border from Texas, then they leave the game.
have recently assigned to me and he has some of it in Texas, which they then mail to
Rick: Ok, I think I have my hands full, so
already threatened one of our people here who various places in the United States. They don't far. Is there anything else you wanted to say?
I don't want to name so they don't shoot him. bring it by pipeline, they actually mail it and,
Jim: No, that's it for me.
The Herreras and El Tacco and the Mexi- in fact, we have one eye-witness to it being
Rick: That's plenty.
can mud and the babies came up through mailed to the state of Washington. But in any
Jim: Well, I sure thank you.
Mexico. Now, one of the things that they did event, in Matamoros because it's right over the
Rick: You're welcome. Rest assured, it'll
is, differentareas use different types of heroin. border from Texas, they have'hooker houses', get transcribed.
Chicago is known as a Mexican mud town. and when those girls have their babies, they
Jim: Thank God for that.
They left what is called black tar, or tar heroin take the babies from them and they put them
(Editor's note: AJZnalreminder to our readdown in Texas and they would also send that in Nussbaum trucks, and also in PTL truckline, ers-we have shared this conversation with
into California and up the West Coast all the which is partially owned by Michael Aquino, you verbatimfi.omthese sources, and that is as
way to Washington. That's why the Durango and they distribute the babies around the accumtely as we can relay the i n f o d o n . )
thing is very important. In fact, there was a
police officer here in Chicago who was so
disgusted by the entire thing that it was offlciallv covered UD
* bv
" the FBI and so on, that he
went: down to Mexico, I believe it was in
(Continued from Front Page)
Durango, and blew up the drug lab because he
knew that's where the stuff was coming from.
As far as I know,
was hurt. He Came tivities-by our country's most elite and view. After all, there comes a point wherein
back to ChicatW- He was later f h ~ e and
d
well known citizens, as well a s by major expanding evil cannot contain itself enimprisoned by Jim Thompson when he was parts of our .Government-we are pleased tirely in the dark and starts to 'leak out'
the prosecutor, federal rosec cut or, U.S. Attor- (and grateful to have their permission) to where you can see it.
ney in Chlcago.
present an excellent and detailed outlay
While the picture is certainly NOT a
Jim Thom~son~weflt
0
:
to be governor, on the Franklin case by THE NEWFEDER- pretty one, the safety of you and, espewent on to aveV h g h mtekence postm the ALIST (from their timely 12113/93 issue), cially, YOUR CHILDREN, may well rest on
Bush Administration and one of the things starting on page 5.
just how well YOU care to be informed
that we want to make clear on this telephone
And then, on page 14, under the title of about this matter.
c d is that the Franklin cover-up, the Finder's 'Finders Investigationw is yet another tidbitAS Sananda warned in the Foreward to
cult, Operation Zapatat and Inslaw are all connections, connections, connections- SATAN'S DRUMMERS, 'I have efforted a t
related to George Herbert Walker Bush, Per- from the 12 / 27 /93- 1 / 3/94 issue of U.S. laying forth this JOURNAL in a manner
sonally. He is personay i n v o l e in each one NEWS Eb WORLD REPORT. If yo.u feel a bit which will allow you to see of that which is.
o f t h e s s l ~ a ~ o n He
s . and e s f d y mefl- like you're tackling a Sherlock Holmes You must know of the origins and the
hers, fkom hs personal a ~ ~ o m b eof
n Jim
t
case after digesting all of these pieces of progressions and, finally, you must realize
Thompson, the U-S-Attorney, to falsely Pros- the puzzle, then we a t CONTACT can that you are in the time of the reign of that
ecute a policeman who was working to stop certainly sympathize ~ t you!
h
energy recognized by your label, Satanic
heroin distribution; to his personal involveLastly, for you long-time PHOENIX source.
'I have spared you naught. In the
~ ~ ~. e~ nt the
ht sales of Inslaw &ough close JOURNAL readers, I would like to point
m c l a t e s Donald Greg& Dr. Earl Brian, and out that, back in the Fall of 1989-more ending segment I have given you a scatterMeese, and people like that, to his person@ than FOUR YEARS ago!-the JOURNAL, ing of locations within your United Statesm c i a t i o d with pedophilia in the Rancalled SATAN'S - DRUMMERS:
THE that you must realize of the prevalence. I
cover-up case- He's identified by name, by SECRET BEAT OF EVIGSATAN IS ALIVE have spared you from naught. I have given
&dafit~ by eye-witnesses and the Fra&h AND WELL was penned by Esu 'Jesus' you, only briefly, cases which can be conwas one ofthe railroads that the fidersused Sananda himself, through Dharma's key- firmed from hard copy of Earth formatandwas~artofthewholetrainthatthiswholeboard. This was, by far, the most difficult from your presses.
CIA/FBI/cross-over K~PPYRicharson opera- JOURNAL for Dharma to write down and,
"Your babies are being stolen from
tion used, for what they consider intelligence to this day, remains the most difficult you for heinous purposes beyond that
Purposes. Frankly, I have some grave SusPl- JOURNAL for anyone to read who i s not which you cam comprehend--so terrible
cions about the whole thmg.
aware of or involved in the rampant i s the horror. I ask that you read with
Rick: Now, where is the Sari Luis Obis~oSatanism eating a t this country (and planet) intent to receive of the Truth of this JOURCounty (SLO)link?
NAL for vou are destined to ex~eriencethe
like a quiet cancer.
Jim: S m , the tar heroin, the black tar
All the way back in that earlydOURNAL spread of this terror before you will be able
heroin and the satanism- Some ofthe babies (#9in the series and presently out of stock to bring it under control.'
were sent UP to S m County for sacnflce. from Phoenix Source Distributors,. Inc.)
Enough said. a word to the wise is
What is that area, Ray?
are the confirmations and background for sumcient.
Ray: By Pomeroy road there?
Dr. Edutin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
what i s only NOW coming into more public
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by Anton Chaitkin

I

n a stunning reversal of the Franklin Credit
Union case, a scandal which has dominated
Nebraska's public life since 1988, a principal
witness has admitted that the Federal Bureau of
Investigation terrorized and forced him to lie for
the protection of criminal perpetrators. Troy Boner's coerced testimony was used to discredit the
case against powerful American political figures,
and to falsely convict for perjury Alisha Owen,
Boner's fellow victim of and complainant against
sex crimes.
Attorney John DeCamp, whose 1992 book, The
Ftrrddin Cover-up, detailed the omcial protection
of crimes including drug M c k i n g and Satanic
ritual murder, has now filed for a new trial for
Miss Owen. Excerpts &omTroy Boner's *davit,
and a timeline of the relevant events in the
Franklin case, are printed below.
DeCamp is also pressing an explosive civil
rights suit on behalf of Paul Bonacci, another vietim-witness in the Franklin case. Bonacci has sue
fered almost unimaginable mental and physical
tortures since early childhood. He has continued
to give evidence, demonstrating the involvement
of anned forces and intelligence community personnel--and political leaders including former
President George Bush-in criminal acts of a truly t e e character,
The existence of Troy Boner's sworn statement, and the ipplication for a new trial for
Alisha Owen, were covered in a small detail-poor
article Oct 30 in The Omalu,W&Ha new&
paper which is a central party in the Franklin
case. Otherwise; aside hrom a Xov; 1Omaha t ndio
i n t e ~ e wwith Boner and his attorney DeCamp,
the new evidence has been subjected to a tight
press blackout.

The 1988 Investigation
Federal authorities closed the Franklin Community Credit Union in Omafiain 1988for investigation. A Nebraska Senate investigating committee found that over 100 children could testifj to

an internationally operating child abuse crime
ring, related to black Republican Party activist

Lany King,Franklin's chief executive. The FBI,

Nebraska officials, and news media attacked the
legislative committee and its witnesses in an
atmos~hereof rising violence and intimidation.
In the course of this terror, the committee's chief
investigator, Gary Caradori, was killed when his
airplane unexplainably disintegrated. Troy Boner's brother was found shot to death at Offut Air
Force Base. Alisha Owen's brother was found
hanged in jail.
In a separate Oct. 27,1993 affidavit, Troy Boner's mother says "Troy had promised me right
after Gary Caradori was killed that he was going
to quit lying for the FBI and [attorney Mark1 Delman.
He did go and see Senator Schmit,
Sometime after that, my son, Troy's brother,
Shawn was killed . . and I am quite certain was
executed as a message to Troy that he had better
stick with his lies at the upcoming Alisha Owen
trial or else."
In his affidavit, Troy Boner says that after
Caradori's death he spoke to Caradori's widow
"Sandy and told her I had in fact lied to the
Grand Jury and that what I told Gary Caradori
was the truth and that I only lied out of fear that
the FBI and others. would hurt me or my family."
In his Nov. 1,1993KKAR-radio interview, Troy
Boner claimed that he had also met at that time
with Omcrhu World-Herald reporter Gabriella
Stern out of fear for his life. He had sought the
reporter's protection so he could "do what was
right'' by Caradori, to whom he had told the truth.
He said he had. asked her to get the story out but
not to use his name. He was then 23 years old.
A check of the World-Herald files in fact
reveals a July 12,1990 story by Robert Dorr and
Gabriella Stern, headlined L'Caradori's Airplane
'Broke Up in Flight.' " The article quotes from
state Senator Loran Schmit saying the people
who wanted to see Caradori dead "got their
wish"; and that "Schmit told AP that Caradori
recently had been byhg to obtain pictures that
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"The sex activities we did and
were paid so well for were
just tools to blackmail or
compromise or pay off some
udge or
fpolkceman
or
or poUticfans
or
generally
at bu-ry ~S here
place
in Omaha
in

Washfnmon..
.,

. ."

--abuse victim Paul BMlacci
Larry King's Washtngton, D C homosexual call-boy ring
made headlines i n
1989
Omaha World-Herald
publisher Harold
Andersen financed a
bedroom for h ~ s
prot'egfi Larry King
in the Frankl~nCredit
Union building

some alleged victims said were taken of them
during the time they were abused."
The article further on includes the following
three paragraphs:
"FEARS"
"A 23 year-old man-who last November gave
Caradori a videotaped statement saying he had
been sexually abused, but later recanted part of
his accounb-said the investigator's death frightens him.
"He said Caradori had warned him that pe*
ple involved in the Franklin investigation could
be in danger. The 23-year-old man, who hasn't
been publicly identifled, said he fears someone
might try to harm him.
"The Syear-oId, who said he had flown ;with
Caradori several times during the investigation,
said the investigator was meticulous about checking the plane before taking OW'
Ms. Stern soon left The Ormrha Wodd-Hedd
Lincoln attorney and former state senator
John Decamp has filed suit in the United States
court in Nebraska, on behalf of Paul Bonacci, the
courageous survivor of nearly two decades of torture. The suit asks damages &om
the Catholic archdiocese of Omaha, relating
inclusively to sex abuse at the Boys Town orphanage;
Lawrence King, Peter Citron, Alan Baer,
Harold Anderson, and Robert Wadman for sex
crimes, slavery, beatings, and b u r n m ,
Omaha police oficers for harassment in an
attempt to prevent Bonacci &omtestiqirg
and the corrupt Douglas County G m d Jury,
its foreman Michael Flanagan, and its special
prosecutor Samuel Van Pelt (Flanagan and Van
Pelt will be discussed below).
During raids on Peter Citron's home, police
seized a large number of videotapes, on which
were recorded the degraded criminal acts committed by many elite citizens against Paul Bonacci, Alisha Owen, Troy Boner and other children.
These tapes were prized by the perpetrators as
pornography-and had great value as well for
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blackmail.
Paul Bonacci has filed an affidavit, detailing
the individuals and the crimes on the tapes, and
asking for release of the tapes to his attorney
John Decamp. Although former World-Herald
society columnist Peter Citron has been classified
as a "mentally disordered sex offender," Citron's
attorney LyIe Koenig opposed the reIease of the
tapes to the young man his client victimized,
because of the likelihood of "injury to o i h e ~ i w
innocent people. . . . There will be people in this
State whose lives will be in a hopeless shambles
as a result of these disclosures."

What Is the FBI
Protecting?
F,ince the 1992 publication of Decamp's book,
The Franklin Cover-Up, Paul Bonacci has filed
new affidavits and has given extensive interviews
to investigators including reporters for Executive
InteUigence Reviezo and The New FederalQst. Bonacci's disclosures have been cross-gridded with evidence supplied by authorities in law enforcement, psychiatry and the intelligence community.
The result goes a long way to explain the high
stakes involved, and the frantic nature of the
Franklin cover-up.
The tight little circle of Nebraska corporate
and financial interests intertwined with the
Franklin Credit Union defines the first level of
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national power that is threatened with exposure
in the case.
A clique of freemasons-the chief executives
of Union Pacific Railroad, Con Agra, Peter Kiewit
and Sons, Mutual of Omaha and the Omaha World
Herald-served on Franklin's Advisory Board and
conduited funds from their own firms and from
the Boys Town orphanage into Franklin's
accounts.
Union Pacific boss Michael Walsh, for example, was chairman of finance for Boys Town. The
Union Pacific headquarters omce in Omaha is
reportedly completely gripped by homosexuality
at the executive level.
Michael Flanagan, the foreman of the grand
jury which indicted the sex-crime victims, was
himself employed in the legal department of
Union Pacific-a company deeply involved in the
Franklin case. The Bonacci suit charges that
Flanagan "violated his Grand Jury duties by sharing Grand Jury information with. . . lawyers and
others he met with on a regular basis almost
every day following Grand Jury proceedings at
Union Pacific headquarters
receiving advice
and guidance from them olr:lvw to proceed in the
Grand Jlrly p r o c e e d i n p ~ i ~providiogthem
d
information on the supposedly secret Grand Jury
proceedings themselves."
Flanagan had, not long prior to the grand jury
sessions, himself been accused of homosexual
pandering directed at a young Union Pacific
employee, and the. company on his behalf had
reached a settlement to silence the complaining

...

Franklrn Cornminee indigator Gary Caradori in his private plane. He and
h ~ eight-year-old
s
son died when it disintegrated.

young Imn.
Samuel Van Pelt, the special prosecutor who
bullied and threatened the victim-witnesses, is a
hereditary high fieemason; his father, a senior
Nebraska federal judge, for decades presided
over the pagan-theme induction ceremonies for a
"royal" level of Scottish Rite masonry. The Van
Pelts' close associate Joseph Seacrest, owner of
The Lincoln JouTnal and Star, was emeritus boss of
Nebraska Scottish Rite masons and managed the
Scottish Rite's nationwide charities dealing prineipally with managing thousands of American
children.
In an Oct. 28, 1993 affidavit, Paul Bonacci
states: "The real activity I and Alisha and on
occasion Troy Boner. . . were engaged in was
functioning a s drug couriers and recruiters [of
children] for Alan Baer and Larry King. . . .
Dheyl were . . . buying and selling large quantities of cocaine into the mid-west and using us as
'mules' (drug couriers) to obtain the goods from
the various airports'and get the drugs delivered
back to Omaha. Other prominent and wealthy
Omaha citizens were also involved in this.
".. . [Tlhe sex activities we did and were paid
so well for were just tools to blackmail or compromise or pay off some judge or businessman or
policeman or politicians generally . . . here in
Omaha or at Larry King's place in Washington or
other places we went."
Now-imprisoned Franklin Credit Union manager Larry King became infamous as the host of
child-sex parties held in the seats of power, such
as at Republican national conventions. The
DeCamp book place2 King in the middle of "a
national and international organized crime syndicate, engaged in pedophilia, pornography,
satanism, drugs, and money-laundering." The use
of these crimes to "blackmail or compromise or
pay off'' powerful men leads to extremely serious
questions of national security.
- Larry King's yrime Nebraska sponsor aqd
accused sex cnme associate, former WorId-Hemld
publisher Harold Andersen, is currently chairman of the World Press Freedom Committee.
Andersen's group is essentially a front for the
Oliver North "Project Democracy" faction of the
intelligence services, managing political power
relations within Eastern Europe.
Meanwhile, Andersen and King's colleague
Ronald Roskens, reportedly fired as University of
Nebraska chancellor due to homosexual
pedophilia, was placed in charge of sensitive
Eastern European operations under President
Bush. Roskens also oversaw the creation of new
Scottish Rite Masons' lodges within Eastern
Europe. He now leads an Omaha-based private
organization consisting largely of former heads of
governments, One presumes they are suitably
well entertained in Omaha
Harold Andersen's reported best friend in
Washington, D.C.is Nebraskan Robert Keith
Gray, a shadowy power broker at the Hill and
howlton political management fim.Over many
years, Gray and his associates in the intelligence
community are said to have managed homosexud
compromising operations to keep congessmem,
judges, militav- officers, diplomats, and foreign
leaders "in line."
The Franklin Credit Union is widely suspected of being among the savings institutions used
for money-laundering by the CIA and others for
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Iran-Contra adventures. This precisely defines
where Omaha's Larry King showed up in Washington, D.C.-in the bizarre homosexual wing of
the Republican Party, which managed financing
and public relations for the Iran-Contra guns for
drugs trading games.
Paul Bonacci has described in detail being
dragged to Washington for use as a sex toy for
Larry King's clients. Bonacci told investigators he
was in one of the private White House tours for
young male prostitutes conducted by lobbyist
Craig Spence, a close political associate of Larry
King in the cloak and dagger Contras enterprise.
Spence turned up dead in a Boston hotel room in
1989, soon after his and King's 4'compromising"
business was exposed in a W
L
is
w
o
n Tzmes June
29,1989 story, headlined: "Homosexual Prostitution Inquiry Ensnares VIPs with Reagan, Bush."

'Monarch,' or,
Auschwitz-Take 2
From very early childhood, Paul Bonacci was
subjected to tortures as profound as any the Nazis
inflicted on their captives. This is not merely a
comparison; rather it is an actual continuation, as
we shall see. From sexual degradation, from witnessesing and forced participation in Satanic cult
murders, Bonacci suffered the cracking of his
mind into what is called "multiple personality
disorder'' CMPD). Tens of thousands of American
children have been diagnosed MPDs; virtually all
of them are thought to have resulted from sexual
abuse, of which perhaps 85 percent were cases of
Satanic ritwzl abuse.
Pyschiatric professionals specified in Paul
Bonacci's legal proceedings that through it all,
Paul's different "personalities" have emerged
incapable of lying, with an ultra-sharp memory.
In one instance detailed in The Franklin CowUp, Paul was taken by Larry King and others to a
wooded area in California-identified after pub
lication as the Bohemian Grove. There Paul and
another boy were forced to do sex acts with and to
consume part. of a child whom they had watched
being murdered by the cultists. The body was to
be disposed of by "the men with the hoods." A
"snuff' pornography film was made of these
events; it was directed by a man the party had
picked up in Las Vegas whom Paul identified as
"Hunter Thompson"-the same name as a well?
known sleaze-culture figure.
Paul has told investigators that the ring which
plunged him into Satanism was centered at Offlxtt
U.S.Air Force Base near Omaha; that he was taken to Omttt to be sexually victimized by a babysitter's boyfriend when he was about three years
old, around 1970. Offutt is the headquarters for,
the Strategic Air Command, and has had a cadre
of literally thousands of intelligence personnel.
At Offutt, and later at other military installa
tions, Paul says this ring "trained" him by tortures, heavy drugging, and sexual degradation,
while instructing him in military arts including
assassination. In fact, his personal knowledge in
these realms can scarcely be accounted for other
than by crediting the indictments he has made.
Larry King, FBI agent Gerry Wall, Alan Baer,
Harold Andersen, and former Omaha Police
Chief Robert Wadman have all been reported as

collaborators with this.Satanic military-based
ring. King reportedly told Paul's captors at Offhtt,
"He's young-but you trained him good." A member of Nebraska's Concerned Parents group
reported hearing from two North Omaha witness
es that "King used to send limousines down to
Offutt Air Base to pick up CIA agents for parties."
Larry King reported his own adoring relationship
to the late CIA Director William Casey in a Sept.
7, 1988 interview in the Omaha publication
Metropolitan.
Psychiatrists who have treated a growing number of MPD cases, victims of Satanic ritual abuse,
report an alarming pattern of findings in many of
their child patients. There is a stnccture to the
personalities, conforming to what is evidently a
deliberate breaking and reshaping of the mind.
This phenomenon was identified to Paul Bonacci
by his tormenters, and to other victims-and witnesses, as the 44Monarch"project. At O&tt Airbase, Paul was told that what he and other children were being subjected to was in aid of national security.

and cooperating Satanic (or more exactly
pagan) cults. These are multi-generation
groups, where parents donate their own children-who are proudly called "bloodline" or
simply "blood" cultists-to be smashed with
drugs and electric shock, and shaped. Other
children are kidnapped and sold into this hell,
or are brought in gradually through day-care
situations.
Paul Bonacci and other child victims have given evidence in $eat depth on the central role of
Lt. Col. Michael Aquino in this depravity.
Aquino, alleged to have recently retired &om an
active military role, was long the leader of an
Army psychological warfare section which drew
on his "expertise" and personal practices in
brainwashing, Satanism, Nazism, homosexual
pedophilia and murder.
A former director of the CIA was asked directly, "what about 'Monarch' "? He replied angrily,
and ambiguously, "We stopped that between the
late 1960s and the early 1970s." If a statement of
fact, this would presumably relate to official par-

"IheDeCampbook
pMKinginthe
middle of 'a national
and international

Paul Bonacci,left, who withstood
years of criminal abuse. The per*
trators he has identified must be
brought to justice.

"If we are not worth
protecting then other
young kids now and in
the future will not be
yo*proWB!g
- 'either, and the
prominent and
repxtable citizens
who took us as
childrenand made us
a part of this drug
dealing and sex abuse
activity will continue
without fear to do the
same. Maybe to your
children next h e . "

Ronald Roskens, reportedly
fired far pedophilia from the
University of Nebraska chancellorship, is a 33rd degree
freemason and a crony of
George Bush.

-Abuse victim Troy Boner
Lany King, manager of looted
EIRNS
Franklin Credit Union, ran a Rev. James L. Bevel (second fmm right), civil rights pioneer and LaRouche
child sex-slave rina for the associate, led 1990 protests in Omaha against the criminal corruption of
homosexual U.S. elit&.
justice.

The use of mind-altering drugs,sensory depri- . ticipation of the Clk
vation. and other brainwashing techniques on
U.S.d ~ e n sas subjects was th6 admitted pracCodes
tice of the CIA. certain military arms and private
institutions joked in the MK-T~,TRA,
~rtichoke,
and Bluebird projects beginning in the early
1950s. A nation& security pktext oRen cited was
The disclosures of Paul Bonacci, which jibe
the need to keep up with the Soviets in the race
with
reports of MPD professionals in other cases,
to develop a workable Manchurian Candidate
point
to a particular artificially induced mental
human robot. With the "Monarch" (or whatever
as common to many victimized chilstructure
oflRcial title may be attached to it) project, the
dren.
Space
permits only the briefest treatment
idea is extended to the production of a horde of
of this here; this is intended mainly to begin to
children in whom the soul is crushed, who would
"blow the circuits," so to speak, when followed
spy, whore, kill, and commit suicide.
up by professional therapists and investigators.
' . -Theplaterial presented here, on this subject,
These are some of the widely occurring sepa&ust be understood to be only a bare introducrate "persons" which have been formed under
tion to a complex story with immense political
torture, and the corresponding"triggers":
and strategic ramiffcations. It is a beginning.
General personality--accessible under the
Professionals probing the child victims of
code name ALPHA, with possible Alpha-001,
"Monarch" say there are clearly two responsiAlpha-009, etc. "persons" with distinct task orienble elements at work: the governmenbtnilitary,

Some
and
Assignments
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tations.
Sex programs, accessible through code
name BETA; particular programs (and thus commands) are for pornography,acting, oral sex, e t ~ .
Assassination programs, utilizing very specific modes, and espionage, accessible through
code DELTA.
OMEGA, self-destruction programs, ranging
fhm self-mutilation to suicide by many different
specific possible acts.
GAMMA,system deception, amnesia and
disinformation programs. Under this or other
codes are track-covering false origins for the
structure, giving the child memories of tormenters dressed as space aliens or Mickey
Mouse or in Wizard of Oz costumes.
There are said to be such other personality
levels as Master Pn,grammer, Black Master, and
different mental levels of backup programs.
TLne are reported to be personnel who have
large numbers of child-victims' assignments and
triggers neatly filed in their liffle computers.
Paul Bonacci reports the following
"Momh"-related activities, often involving his
"Commander" at Omtt AFB,Bill Plemmons, and
Lt Col. lldichael Aquino:
Picking up cash in exchange for drugs at
various Tennessee locations. Bonacci identifies
several country music personalitiesas contacts.
Trips on behalf of the North American ManBoy Love Association (NAMBLA),the pedophile
group now given semi-official status by the United Nations. Paul cites travel to Netherlands and
Germany carrying child pornography for subesequent "import" to the U.S.A. to avoid prosecution. In Amsterdam, he names "Charles Hester,"
and the British "Tommie Carter," who had on
computer a global list of child pornography
users. NAMBLA is also cited for organizing auctions of children.
Travel to Hawaii, New York, Washington (in
connection with Craig Spence) to compromise
public figures by performing homosexual
pedophile sex with them.
The trip to California where the boy was ritually murdered, accompanied by "Monarch contact, Mark Johnson of Denver, Colorado,
Travel to Mexico for the transportation of
drugs, guns, and children. Paul was accompanied
by the gangster-mre "Emilio," who otherwise
directed the kidnapping of Johnny Gosch of Des
Moines, Iowa. Johnny Gosch's parents commend
Paul Bonacci as an accurate witness relative to
that crime.
Training under "Captain Foster" (survival
skills) at Fort Riley Kansas, under "Lt. Dave Bannister" (intelligence) at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, under "Col. Harris Livik" at Fort Defiance,
Virginia, who is said to run a military school and
to have housed "Monarch" boys. "Col. Bill Risher" of Bamberg, South Carolina is said to have
supplied children for Michael Aquino.
Travel to Dresden in communist East Germany,where weapons were inspected. There and
in the Federal Republic of Germany, the
"Monarch" personnel were fkequently neeNazis.
This milieu is a special project of Lt.Col. Aquino,
who was a West European adviser to the U.S.
Chief&of Staff. Paul Bonacci has extensive experience in the Aryan Nation and other White
Supremacist cults.

Who Is Responsible?
An account of the origin of the "Monarch"
project has been compiled by those who have
been debriefing MPD child-victims. Nazi experimentation in World War 11concentration camps
were said to have gone beyond simply insane
physical tortures. They brainwashed people, for
military and strategic purposes. After the war,
Allen Dulles and other Western intelligence people brought Nazi doctors out for use in the United States. A teenaged concentration camp
inmate named Greenbaum, who had participated
to save himself, also came to the United States.
Known later as "Dr. Green," he became a highlevel brainwasher, and is widely represented in
brainwashing programs with a distinctive Cabalistic magic theme.
The precise details of these horrors lie deeply
buried in national security archives. But this history, as told to psychiatrists, dovetails with what
is definitively known about Anglo-American
intelligence operations and the German Naqis.
And once again, therstory goes right back to
Nebraska.
The killers in the Nazi camps were themselves trained and organized by psychiatrists and
eugenicists, operating from the "T4" bureau.
These psychiatrists had long been the pets of
white supremacist British and American
financier networks.
At least some of these Nazi doctors were spirited out of Germany under the supervision of former Bank of England Governor Montagu Norman
and Tavistock Institute Director John R. Rees on
behalf of the British government. Norman, personally an insane Theosophist who had been
chief of the prewar pro-Nazi faction within England, and Rees, organized postwar propaganda
and continuing psychological warfare activities,
and created llOrwellian" groupings within U.S.
psychiatry and mental health fields.
Much of this criminal history comes together
in the person of Robert A. Lovett (3895-1986).
Robert Lovett and his closest associates have run
the state of Nebraska during much of this century.

Lovett was the chief executive of the Harrim a n m e d and Omaha-based Union PacifSc railroad, as his father had been. Robert Lovett was a,
partner in the Brown Brothers Harriman international banking h,
with Averell Harriman
and Prescott Bush, father of President George
Bush. Montagu Norman arranged many of the
intrigues on behalf of Hitler and the Nazi Party
through the ~ a r r i m a nLovett,
,
Bush firm, in
which Norman himself had been a hereditary
partner.
As assistant secretary of war for Air in World
War 11, Robert Lovett refbed to allow the bomb
ing of the Nazi concentration camps. Under President Truman, he chaired the Lovett Committee,
which decided that the U.S. should have a central intelligence agency modeled on the British
Intelligence Service.
Lovett was secretary of defense in J951-53; his
attorney Allen Dulles then took over the CIA.
Lovett, Harriman, the Bush family, and gt very
select group of their associates-owners of drug
and defense multinationals, many fkom Yale's
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Skull & Bones Society-maintained homes on
Jupiter Island, off Hobe Sound north of Palm
Beach, Florida. Jupiter Island is the headquarters for the so-called Utopian faction in military
strategy, the heavy Anglophiles, as opposed to
the Traditionalists typified by Douglas
MacArthur. Henry Kissinger, a board member of
the Union Pacific Railroad, is deeply inserted
into this Utopian faction.
The Bush family residence on Jupiter Island
was a base for George Bush for Caribbean and
other adventures when he was CIA director, Vice
President and President. George Bush's
predilection for viewing child pornography, in a
neighbor's house on Jupiter Island, caused disgust and distress to at least one devout Christian
who had the misfortune to be stuck there for a
time. George Bush has been repeatedly identified by Franklin case witnesses as a participant
in homosexual child abuse.
But the responsibility for the continuance of
these crimes cannot simply be laid on this morally insane elite faction.
A courageous leader of the years-long fight to
expose and arrest the Nebraska perpetrators
recently commented:
"Acquaintances and friends come to me, even
now, and actually cknmme me, saying 'Haven't
you learned? The government is corrupt. There's
no justice. Don't you know that yet?' Some of
these fkiends actually run for public office, and
ask for my support and donations! But there is a
law in Nebraska, that child abuse must be
reported. So-these people are themselves
breaking the law against child abuse."
Justice is indeed every citizen's duty. Its pursuit is sometimes dangerous, but it cannot be
reassigned.
For mwe infomndm on the kankEin case, ar to
purchase John DeCamp's book ($12 incuding
postage and handling), write AWT,Inc., P.O. Box
85461, Lincoln, NE, 68501.

Chronology of,
The Franklrn
Child Abuse Case
NOVEMBER 1988 Franklin Credit Union is closed
down with over $30 million missing. The Nebraska
State Senate creates an investigating committee
which learns of child sexual-abuse and prostitution,
drug trafficking, and Satanic ritual torture and murder related to the faiIed d t union
SPRING 1989 Franklin Committee chairman Sen.
Loran Scbmit and his attorney, John Decamp, meet
with regional FBI head Nick O'Hara. He warns that
Omaha Police Chief Robert Wadman, a E'ranlrlin suspect, is his close Mend and they would be opposing
the FBI if Wadman were accused of any impropriety.
JULY
Board of Regents fSres Ronald Roskens
as chancellor of the University of Nebraska The
Franklin Committee is informed that Roskem was
flred for homosexual pedophilia with students. Within weeks, President George Bush appoints Roskens
administrator of the U.S. Agency for International
Development, a powerful global responsibility
involving many cover positions for espionage. The
FBI clears Roskens for the job.
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Excerpts from Troy Boner's Affidavit
. ...

"if
'Pray Boner, a w i h a in the F'?unkh They [tookl the position that
CWd Union case, noa out anew q@- you will tell us you are lying then we
d a d on October 27,11993. E.rcnpts @ will let you off tbe hook but if you
the-foaoto:
. I, my mother and family, are
exhausted from living in fear of
death or injury as a result of. . the
Franklin matters. . . . I lied at the
Grand Jury hearings and I lied at the
Alisha Owen trial. . . I lied because
I truly believed and still do believe
that it was a situation where I must
either "lie or die," and at the insistence primarily of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation officials. . .
Mr. [Mickey] Mott and Mr. Rick1 Culver.
. . . What I told Gary Caradori in
the original taped interviews Gary
had with me was the truth.. . . From
about age 14 to 17 I was seriously
involved in sexual and drug related
activities with [many people includingl specifically Alan Baer, Larry
King, Robert Wadman, Peter Citron,
[Nebraska political boss] Eugene
Mahoney, and others of prominence
and wealth. . . . [Tlhe material and
substantive facts [I provided to
Caradoril about the. . . use of myself
and other children as drug couriers
for Alan Baer and Larry King . . .
the involvement of Alisha Owen . . .
as a drug courier also and h e r
involvement with former Omaha
Police Chief Robert Wadman;. . . my
relationship with Alan Baer sexually
and. . .the involvement of a number
of other children with him;. . [andl
Peter Citron's presence and involve
ment in the parties and related s e n a1 activities and filmings, were all
true, correct and accurate on the
material facts. . .
In my first contact with the F.B.I.,
[they]. . made it clearto me that. .
[theyl were only interested in dkproving everything I had told them.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

insist on sticking with the story you
told Caradori then we will stick you
in prison . . . for twenty years each
on a lot of different charges of perjury. If you insist on sticking with
your story, you will go dourn"
. .The F.B.I. in conjunction with
my new attorney, Marc Delman . . .
[made me1say that the truth was a lie
and the lies they wanted to tell me
were the truth.. . . I told the Grand
Jury what the F.B.I. and Delman
wanted me to tell the Grand Jury
which is that the story to Gary
Caradori was a "hoax."But, as stated,
the exact opposite is tnre.
[Then] . . . Gary Caradori was
killed. I have no proof but [since]1 . .
. believe[d] he was deliberately
killed . . . as part of a cover-up and
as a result of my lies to the Grand
Jury, I immediately called his home.
.[and] spoke to his wife Sandy[. I]. .
. told her . . that what I told Gary
was the truth and that I only lied [to
the Grand Jury] out of fear that the
F.B.1, and others . . . would hurt me
or my family and mad] promised me
they would put me in jail if I did not
say what [theyl. . . wanted me to say.

.

.

.

...

I also met Senator Berniece
Labedz at the Caradori funeral and
agreed I would meet her and Senator
Schmit for lunch immediatelyfollowing the fbneral [to] . . . go over my
alleged "recantation" and . tell
her and the Cammittee all the facts.
At the funeral, however, the F.B.I.
agents . . . made it clear to me thru
their actions that they knew what I
was up to and gave me the clear
impression that I was in "great danger" if1 went ahead and met with the
Legislative Committee and tried to

AUGUST1989 The FFanklinCommittee hires former
state patrolman Gary Caradori as chief investigator.
The FBI works to prevent evidence such as air travel
records ftom coming into Caradori's hands. Despite
Troy
death threats, Caradori persists in inte~ewing
Boner and other victims and witnesses. Caradori
shares his evidence with all law enforcers. The FBI
leaks Caradori's evidence selectively to news media
which seek to wreck the investigation.
NOVEMBER 1989 Robert Wadman, accused of drug
trmcking, slavery, and child rape in the Franklin
case, resignsas Omaha's Police Chief, leaves the state.
NOVEMBER 1989 Harold Andersen, former
Franklin Credit Union advisory committee chairman accused of torturing and sodomizing children,
resigns as publisher of The Ornaka ~ot3dHmzU'
NOVEMBER 1989 Nicholas O'Hara departs as boss of
the Nebraska FBI, to command the FBI terrorism
division.
JANUARY 1990 John DeCamp releases an open l e t
ter (the "Decamp Memo") to The Omahar W&Heraid. DeCamp publicly names W w I d - H a sociew
columnist Peter Citron and former publisher Harold
Andersen, Franklin manager Larry King,former
Police Chief Wadman, and millionaire gambling
executive Alan Baer as central to the investigation.
FEBRUARY 1990 W
~ columnist
H Peter Cit
~
ron is charged with sexual assault on a child. A master child pornographer, Citron is later convicted and
imprisoned as a "mentally disordered sex offender."
MARCH1990 A Douglas County grand jury convenes
to pursue criminal indictments in the Franlrlin case.
Special prosecutor Samuel Van Pelt works
in tan-
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tell them €he truth. So . I told my
mother. . . that . I was going to
stick with my lies to the Grand Jury..

contained and to keep me lying for
them; and I complied with [their]
every request.
.
Before the Alisha Owen trial I was
LaterJ Marc Delman and Mickey carehlly rehearsed by the F.B.I. as to
Mott saw Senator Schmit say on T.V. what I would say.. . .
that I had been in his, Schrnit's office,
[Tlhe F.B.I. . . . had actual picand my "recantation"had been false. tures . . . in their possession includ. . . Even though Marc Delman knew ing . . . Alan Baer (1983 picture of he
I had been at Schmit's office and that and me [at age 15 or 161 in very pornowhat Schmit was saying was the graphic sexual acts) as well as checks
truth, he . . . asked me whether the h m Alan Baer to me. So, they had to
conversation had been taped or absolutely know I had a relationship
whether there was any other record with him and that they were forcing
of my having been in Schmit's office me to lie when I denied such relato talk to Schmit I told Delman there tionships [in court1 . . . [Tlhe F.B.I.
was notape or any other record.. . . had seized photos and tapes involv[OhDelman's instructions I p u b ing among others myself and. . . and
licly lied and denied any meeting or Larry King. . . . I know from having
discussion with Senator Schmit and seen tapes at Peter Citron's house
Delrnan [did tool. . . Delman's exact that the F.B.1, had access to tapes
words to me were, "It's your word which clearly documented [what] I
against his . . as long as there are and the other kids had identified. . .
notapes."
Mickey Mott the F.B.I. man . . .
[then]. . . said something I interpret- MY Credibilify and the
ed , .to have been a direct and personal threat that later came to pass. credibility ofthe other
When I told. . .the F.B.I. people. . . Kids:
. that Alan Baer and others "could not
afford" to do anythingto hurt me now
I know the. . F.B.1 and. . . othbecause too much publicity was ers. . . will say [in reply]: "You can't
focused on me . . . Mott . . . told me believe . . . Troy Boner now. If he
that they probably would not do any- lied once, he will lie again. He's a
thing directly to me, that instead drug addict. He's a sex pervert. . . .
"they will do something to a family Besides, these kids were . using
member." And . that is what h a p the drugs and . selling their bodpened shortly thereafter . . . when ies and . . . getting paid well for it
the F.B.I. and . . Baer and others and they did it all voluntarily!'
. Yes, we kids, from early age.
thought I might break away from
sold our bodies. We became drug
them..
I am completely certain . . . that addicts. We got lots and lots of money
my brother Shawn was killed as a h m these people. But today we are
message to me. .not to. . . tell the ruined because of that And we were
truth at the Alisha Owen trial. Atter turned into sex perverts and drug
Shawn got Lilled, I had no doubt at addicts by these people. . . . Alan
all
that they would do anything Baer .was the one who first taught
and kill anybody to keep the truth me to mainline and who first . . .
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dem with grand jury foreman Michael Flanagan, the

FBI,the Omaha World-Herald, and The Lincoln Stm
and Journal to break down the witnesses and prevent
justice.

APRIL 1990 Victim-witness Troy Boner is said to
recant his videotaped testimony to Gary Caradori
JULY 11,1990 Chief Franklin investigator Gary
Caradori and his son die when Caradori's private
airplane disintegrates in flight.
JULY 16,WRoy Boner and his mother m e e d &
Senator Schmit and eight other witnesses in
Schmit's omce. Boner reaffirms the truth of his testimony to Caradon
JULY17,1990 Troy Boner again goes to the Schmit
office. At the Caradori funeral, FBI agents observe
Boner speaking with Franklin Committee Senators.
The FBI terrifies Boner, who now pretends-he never
met with Schmit.
JULY 23,1990 The grand jury indicts victim-witnesses Paul Bonacci and Alisha Owen for perjury
because they r e h e to recant their testimony. Danny
King and Roy Boner, who recant, are not indicted,
even though they are accused of lying to the legislative committee.
The grand jury indicts the notorious homos&ual
pedophile Alan Baer for the minor.crime of pandering the sale of sex. Baer is later tried and given a
$500 h e . Baer is not to be trifled with-he is an
important donor to the B'nai B'rith Ahti-Defamation
League.
Former police chief Wadman, former publisher
Andersen, Franklin boss King and other prominent
suspects are not indicted; evidence of drug trafifck-

..

'

injected heroin directly into my
veins-same as he did to a lot of other boys. He . . made me a prisoner
of drug addiction to . . . completely
control me and use me to deliver
drugs or deliver sex or anything else.
. . . Alan Baer . . . first injected me
with a "speed ball," . . . a
heroi&ocaine mix that zips you up .
. . but brings you down mellow.. . .
Marc Delman . . . claimed that I
had not met with Senator Schmit to
tell the truth and I followed his
instructions in denying it.. . .This. .
can be checked out. There were
people who saw me with Schmit [and]
with Senator Labedz.
. . . I saw the picture the F.B.I.
had of me and Alan Baer. Some ORcia1 sure ought to be able to get this
picture to prove who is lying-me or
the F.B.I.
. . . Lots of kids . . . knew about
Alan Baer, Lany King and the major
drug dealing activity they and other
prominent people were involved in.
But, as long as they are scared for
their lives because of what happened
to Alisha and me, they are not going
to say anything.. . . [An]honest prosecutor [should] step in and offer
immunity and protection to these
kids. . . .
. . 1AJsk me . . . or any of the other kids. . .to take. . . Ile detector. .
. tests aide by side on the same q u e h
with the peopk we are accusing qfthese

.

.
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And . . . if we are not worth p r e
tecting then other young kids now
and in the future'will not be worth
protecting either, and the prominent
and respectable citizens who took us
as children and made us a part of
this drug dealing and sex abuse
activity will conhue without fear to
do the same. Maybe to your children
next time.

ing, rape, torture and murder is simply disregarded.
Larry King is convicted elsewhere of financial
crimes only.
The grand jury report, partly written by prosecutor Van Pelt himself, labels the entirety of complaints against prominent persons "a carehlly crafted hoax."
JULP ZI,1990 Emxtitw InteUipax Redew, founded
by Lyndon LaRouche, prints the report of an investigative team sent to Omaha, "FBI Covers Up CAd
Abuse, Murder in Nebraska."
JULY 29,1990 Troy Boner's name is found as a payee
for "general living purposes" in millionaire sex
criminal Alan Baer's "Indigent Fund" records for
1985,a week after Baer denies knowing Boner. As of
1993, the "Baer Indigent Fund" is still registered as
a tax exempt foundation with the U.S.Internal Revenue Senrice.
AUGUST 1990 Alisha Owen and Paul Bonacci plead
innocent to perjury. Charges are dropped against
Bonacci, but he is convicted of unrelated sex
charges and sent to prison.
AUGUST 1990The FBI settles a suit by black Omaha
FBI agent Donald Rochon, charging harassment
against him and homosexual perversion by Omaha
FBI agents. The #year-old Rochon will resign and
the FBI will pay him $so,000per year and fhll benefitsuntil retirement age.
OCTOBER 11-11.1990 An international Citizens'
Fact-Finding Commission to Investigate Human
Rights Violations in Nebraska, sponsored by the
Schiller Institute, collects documentation of crimes
and coirupted justice. They call for a world spotlight
5
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CORPORATIONS AND YOUR FUTURE
As we move right along into 1994 the
strength of Nevada Corporations is becoming
more and more self evident. Individuals that
are actively using their Nevada Corporations
are seeing that all the attention that Commander Hatonn has given Nevada Corporations makes perfect business sense in this
world of uncertainty, high taxes, government
intervention, recession and just plain manipulated chaos.
Truth of Commander Hatonn's writings is
self-evident. Two years ago a t a point where we
were working heavily with Nevada Corporations, Common Law Trusts were becoming
very popular to patriot and constitutional
groups nation-wide and we were very interested in their potential uses. About that time
we were receiving more and more calls from
individuals who wanted to know the specific
difference between a corporation and a trust.
Both entities have positive and negative merits
based on personal ideologies a n d
functionalities. Commander told u s quite
emphatically that Nevada Corporations would
just hold u p much longer than Common Law
Trusts. Commander's chickens are continuing to come home to roost. More and more
situations are coming to our attention where
trusts cannot be trusted. In a world based on
justice and purity the trust would remain
unscathed-but we do not have the privilege of
that reality. Threats against trusts and corporations used to shelter and protect are increasing nationwide. Many lawsuits and the IRS are
trying to test the security of these structures at
random, but Nevada specifically has held its
own. The solid statutory foundation that
Nevada Corporations are built from is a foe
that attorneys nation-wide fear. We know
from the information that Hatonn has shared
with u s that there will be a point where these
corporations will have no function anymore,
Franklin Child Abuse (continued from page 9.)
on Omaha. Rev. James Bevel, an associate of both
Martin Luther Khg and Lyndon LaRouche, moves to
Omaha for several months to challenge the crimes
and coverup.
NOVEMBER 9,1990 Alisha Owen's brother is found
hanged-an alleged suicide.
JANUARY17,1991Troy Boner's brother Shawn Boner is shot to death, allegedjy while playing Russian
Roulette.
JANUARY21,1991 Alan Baer's executive assistant
Claire Howard, who arranged Baer's sex with chi&
dren, is found dead in her bed. She was not ill and
the cause of death is undetermined
JUNE 3-4,1991Troy Boner, under fear of his life, testifies against his fellow victim Alisha Owen
JUNE21,1991 Alisha Owen, who.testified to sadistic
crimes against her by Omaha police chief Robert
Wadman, and by a district court judge and other
men, is convicted of perjury. She is sentenced to a
long prison term under historically unprecedented
judicial harassment.

but until that time the strength of the Nevada
Corporation will go unmatched.
Corporate Bank Accounts: For those of
you who find personal privacy an important
aspect ofyour life we have recentlyestablished
a consistent program where signers on corporate bank accounts will not be required to
share their personal social security number to
have access to a corporate account. The
account itself only uses the tax identification
number given to the corporation by the IRS;
this gives our corporate clients more personal
privacy than ever.
Safe Safety Deposit Boxes: An article was
recently given to me that came up with another
creative use for Nevada Corporations. The
story discussed the fact that in today's computerized world that for a fee, anyone can tap
into a national data bank and find safety
deposit boxes on anyone, anywhere in the
country instantly. The story went on to say
that by setting up a corporation for the purpose of opening a safety deposit box, the ability
of anyone to trace the location ofyour personal
safety deposit box would become eliminated
because you would no longer be holder of the
box. This is a very creative use of a Nevada
Corporation and goes one step further to give
you personal anonymity and security.
Corporate Credit Cards: In the past we
have written about ways of getting corporate
cards for your Nevada Corporation. Now we
have found a way that will allow everyone to
have access to a corporate credit card no
matter what the credit history is of the corporation. Charles Schwab is a national discount
brokerage firm that has a corporate account
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ration. This account can be set up for an
opening deposit of $5000 which can immediately be drawn out of the account. The funds
in the corporate account can then be used for
investing or they can just sit in a Schwab
money market account for your access. You
access your money just like-a bank through a
check or with this debit card. The debit card
is a Visa debit card that functions just a s a
credit card but instead of getting a bill for the
charges, the charges are just 'debitedn right
from your account with Schwab. For those of
you who strive for privacy in your daily life a
corporate credit or debit card like this will keep
your profile to a minimum. With a corporate
card in hand no one will be p r o f h g and
tracking your life a s is done with all personal
credit cards. Make reservations for hotels,
and cars when you are traveling, without being
monitored everywhere you go. We find that a
corporate credit/debit card urill fill in where
you have not been able to do without a personal credit card. And a t the same time will
vastly enhance your privacy.
1099's Please note: all corporations that
make use of contractors for pay, be sure to get
your 1099s out to your contractors by the end
of January. The 1099s are mailed both to the
IRS and to the contractor.
For information about how Nevada Corporations can benefit your situation call
Corporate Advisors Corporation at 702896-7002 and ask for Cort Christie.
CORPORATE ADVISORSCORP., P.O. Box
27740 Las Vegas , rJV 89126.
FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS. THE MASSIVE DECEFTION OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE AND
ITS IRS EXTORTION RACKET, AND THE GENERAL TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
(#4), PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo),
CAN SLAY THE DRAGON (# 16),AND THE
NAKED PHOENIX (#17).
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They were under investigation for their notorious agentpmuocatew program, again in cooperation with federal and state police organizations. They were also under investigation for
their undue influence on aovernment a t all
levels, to include providing seminars for police
1/14/94
RICK MARTIN
three institutions to study the effects of im- agencies advising who and what organkations
planting fetal tissue in the brains of patients should be under surveillance and even the
LEGAL SYSTEM REFORM
with Parkinson's disease.
preparation and presentation of model bills for
'Dr. Patricia Grady, head of the federal legislative action.
In an article from the January 1 edition of institute, said there may be more grants this
"The District Attorney of San Francisco
THE ORLANDO (FLORIDA) SENTINEL, T h e year, both for Parkinson's and other brain mustered enough courage to bring about the
nation's largest association of lawyers plan to disorders.
investigationafter it was discovered that one of
solicit the ideas of nonlawyers in 1994 about
'Residents Reagan and Bush banned such their own police officers, Tom Oerard (also a
ways to improve the courts and the legal research, but Clinton lifted the ban in one of former CIA agent), was working with an ADL
profession.
his fust official acts."
under-cover agent Roy Bullock. They were
'R. William Ide 111, president of the Americollecting information on selected individuals
can Bar Association, spelled out a plan on
OUR DAILY LANGUAGE
and organizations and selling that information
Friday for assembling a 'public jury' to conto the South African government. The investisider reforms of the legal system.
In another article from the January 5 Or- gation led to an enormous network of similar
undercover ADL operations thorughout the
T h e jury-drawn from civic organizations lando paper, first appearing in the P-ELand associations of public officials, with most PHIA INQUIRER, 'He looks harmless enough. world.
members coming from outside the profes- John Morse wears a slightly rumpled blue suit
'One of the more serious aspects to the
sion-will meet May 1-3 at a conference ses- and a contented expression of concentration ADL's unlawful and immoral activities is the
sion near Dulles Airport in Virginia. The ABA, as he looks down into his lap at the red-bound Cult Awareness Network's participation in ofwith 375,000 members, represents about half 1,559-page book that he carries with him ficial law enforcement activities. The Cult
nearly everywhere he goes.
of U.S. lawyers.
Awareness Network (CAN) is a part of the ADL
"It will be the yellow pages of Washington
'The volume, only months old but already and the B'nai-B'rith. It was this organization
in terms of bringing police chiefs, fire chiefs, worn, is the recently published 10th edition of that played the major part in the raids on the
criminal justice administrators together with MERRIAM-WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIO- Branch Davidians a t Waco and the Weaver
civic and religious leaders and various policy NARY,and Morse, a native of Philadelphia, is family in Idaho. They provided thepsychologigroups,' said Mike Scanlon, ABA spokesman. its executive editor.
cal profiles and the deprogmmming and q t o 'Forget the faceless somebodies who make gramming for the government which justified
'Participants will consider reform recommendations and issues such as using arbitra- up the Trilateral Commission, the unknown the final courses of action.
tion and mediation instead of trials; prejudice speculators who manipulate the silver mar'Well, the District Attorney of San k a n in the jury box; poor communications between kets, the shadowy figures who set the Las cisco cut a 'deal' with the ADLI They settled by
lawyers and their clients; and the effect of the Vegas line. Morse and his anonymous col- allowing the national Chairman Melvin Salberg
surge in arrests likely to result if Congress leagues wield power that really means some- and national Director Abraham H. Foxman of
the ADL to state, The agreement we have
votes to put 100,000 more police on the streets, thmg.
a s President Clinton has proposed.
T o the dictionary guy, this is not the dry reached c o n f i i s our consistent position that
T h e recommended solutions will serve as stuff of English class. This is the stuff of ADL has engaged in no misconduct of any
the agenda for commissions being organized passion.
kind.'
in each state by bar associations and other
''Language is about the most intimate thing
'Now for another lesson in genuine Jewish
police groups to press for legal reform.
we do with each other. I put my thoghts into Chutzpahl The agreement was to include the
'Some proposals will require action by your head,' he says, pointing a n index frnger ADL spendingup to $50,000 in 'reward'money
state legislatures and Congress and some can first at his brow, then his listener's. lt's hard to informants and agentsprouomte~~t
to solve
be put into effect by state bar groups, Scanlon to imagine, really, a n y h n g much more inti- 'hate crimes'. This is not in addition to the
said.
mate than that-and language is the thing we approximately one million dollars they already
"Justice in the United States takes too do it with."
spend on this activity but is simply included in
long, costs too much and is virtually inaccesit!
U.N. TROOPS
sible and unaffordable for too many Amerim
'Also, to further emphasize the C
cans,' he said.
they agreed to spend $25,000 to train the
"Our courts are grossly overburdened and
In an article from a recent Canadian news- prosecutors in the San Francisco District
woefully underfunded ( s a y what q... The jus- paper, taken from a Washington AP story, 'As Attorney's office to teach schoolchildren about
tice system-which was created a s a last stop many a s 10,000 Somalis may have been killed the evils of intolerance, violence and bigotry!
for resolving disputes that could not be settled between June and October by UNforces,former
Victor Marchetti in his NEW AMERICAN
elsewhere-is being asked to resolve complex U.S. envoy Robert Oakley said Friday."
VIEW has this to say: The ADL's sweetheart
societal problems it was riot designed to handle,'
deal with the San Francisco DA's office underhe said.
ADL
scores the success of the Jewish organization's
'The justice system is no longer a 'court of
longtime program of penetrating U.S. law enlast resort' as intended but is becoming an
This is something of a rerun, but a good forcement agencies-including the FBI and
emergency room for every social trauma,' summary none-the-less for those of you who the Department of Justice. Virtually every
missed the ADL affair the first time.
Scanlon said."
major metropolitan police department and
In a n article from the November-December many in smaller communities have been infilFETAL TISSUE RESEARCH
edition of the intelligence newsletter CHRIS- trated by ADL agents-and in some instances,
TIAN CRUSADE FOR TRUTH, Deming, New by the Israeli intelligence service. The FBI, too,
In an article from the January 5 edition of Mexico: 'Orice again, the raw political power of has been contaminated, and the Justice
THE ORWWDO (FLORIDA)SENTINEL,T h e fed- Political Zionism has been felt by u s Ameri- Department's bureaucracy (notjust the OSI)is
eral government Tuesday approved the first cans. We have reported in past issues of the riddled with activist pro-Israeli Jewish lawgrant for fetal tissue research since Resident Intelligence Newsletter that the Anti-Defama- yers.'
Clinton lifted a 5-year-ban on studies using tion League of the B'nai-B'rith was being invesThis unhealthy relationship not only altigated for such unlawful activities as obtain- lows the ADL access to official classified inforcells from aborted fetuses.
T h e National Institute of Neurological Dis- ing oficial co dential police records and mation on individuals and groups, but also
orders and Stroke is giving $4.5 million to distributing them, even to foreigngovernments. permits its agents to insert derogatory and
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even false data on the enemies, real and imag- lence in the schools has increased in the past
ined, of this band of fanatics into police fdes. five years. 'Clearly, violence is not conhned to
The pemersion of America's law enforcement urban schools but is increasing in rural and
system by the ADL is more than an official suburban schools as well,' a report on the
embarrassment; it has made police depart- survey said Wednesday.'
ments across the nation Mllnerable to an
insidious fonn of political extortion by an
D.C. POLICE
organization whose f m t loyalty is to a foreign
government.'End of quotes. (NEWAMERICAN
In an article from the January 5 edition of
VIEW, P. 0. Box 999, Herndon, VA 22070.) ?HE DENVER POST(COLORADO),'District of
'Perhaps the one good side to the agree- Columbia police are not waiting till they see a
ment is that the San Francisco District Attor- gun to try to get it off the street. A new unit of
ney will keep the records that the ADL col- police officers, apparemtlyamong the first in the
lected on nearly 10,000 individuals and over country assigned to disarm the public, is search950 groups. The significance of this is that ing people they believe are carrying weapons.'
these individuals and groups, individually or
collectively through class action suits, can still
FALKLANDS ATROCITIES
sue in civil court. One must weigh the validity
of this course of action in light of the modern
From the January 1 edition of THE
American Judicial Branch, as well as the ORLANDO SEWTQVEL,in an article originating
Legislative Branch and Executive Branch of in the LOS ANGELES TIMES, LONDON: 'The
government.'
British effort to regain the Falkland Islands
long has been regarded here as the stuff of
JACOUES-YVES COUSI'EAU
military legend-an air, sea and land triumph
against a greater Argentine force. But a darker
In an article from the November 21 edition side of the campaign has emerged, involving
of the SAN FRANCISCO CHRONCLE, written charges of war crimes that could lead to civilby Jack Viets, 'Jacques-Yves Cousteau, the ian prosecution of combat paratroopers.
indefatigable protector of the world's oceans,
'An 18-month investigation-by Scotland
warned yesterday that people have only 10 Yard detectives-is scheduled to be submitted
years left to turn back the destruction of their to the Director of Public Prosecutions early
environment.
this year.
'We have no time to lose,'dedared the grand
'The probe has embittered many in the
old man of the environmental mwement.
military and commentators who believe the
'Every day, the 'two fluids of life, air and honor of Fallcland heroesshould not be stained
water, are being polluted, contaminated and so long after the baffles.
'Some paratroopersare suspected of shootdamaged by ignorance, neglect and greed,'.
'Earth is a jewel, a small space-ship,' he ing Argentine prisoners in cold blood after the
said, and its nearly 6 billion inhabitants (adu- fierce, successful baffle.
'...in 1991, Lance Cpl. Vincent Bramley, a
ally more) must quickly forge an international
alliance to protect nature and the environment machine-gunner with the Third Battalion,
if they are to save the quality of life that modern published his memoirs. The book, EXCURcivilization now enjoys.
SION TO HELL.,reopened the incident-to the
'Each generationalso hasa duty as a trustee distress of many involved.'
(stewdjfor future generations, to prevent irre(For the
and incredible story of the
versible and irreparable harm to life on Earth Falkland Islands War, see page 167 of
and to human M o m and dignity."
PHOENIX JOURNAL # 13, called SKELETONS I N THE CLOSET, or in #1.8,BLOOD
AND ASHES, page 36. This astounding
FRANCE'S BEACHES
event can also be found in the 5/1 1 / 93
In an article from the December 28 edition issue of CONTACT, starting on page 2. See
of ?HE ORLANDO SElWlZVEL, PARIS: The long Back Page for ordering information.)
coastline of France has been polluted in recent
days by a macabre array of explosives,acetone
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
and pesticides, bringing angry calls for tighter
controls over ocean-going vessels.
In the December 27 edition of THE OR'Fearful of accidents, the government has LANDO SENTINEL, 'College and university
banned fishermen, strollers and shellfishgath- enrollments fell this fall in three out of four
erers from beaches all the way from its border states sweyed by the American Council of
with Belgium down to Spain, ahd this weekend Education. The council said it was the 'most
soldiers, police officers and h fighters scoured severe'decline recorded in six years of w e y s . '
the shore for explosives that had washed
ashore, often entangled in seaweed.'
SHRINKS

National Center for Health Statistics.'
SUNNY ALASKA

In the same-edition of THE ORLANDO SENIPNEL, NOME, Alaska, 'It's only about 150

miles to the Arctic Circle, but Nome has been
warmer this week than some places in Florida
a s the cold air you'd expect in Alaska
seems to have drained down into the Lower
48 states.
'Everybody's in T-shirts,' Duane Cocking
said. 1don't understand it-not at this time of
the year. I think we even have a palm tree
coming up.'
"Our polar bears are wearingbikin.is,'Vickie
Horton joked.'
'

INSURANCE COSTS

Vehicle insurance $560
Health.,insurance $417

..

AMERICA'S SCHOOLS
In an article from the January 6 edition of
'Drug-snifli'ig dogs,
the ORLANDO S-EL,
metal detectors and locker searches are becoming more common in American schools as
educators try to curb 'an epidemic ofviolence,'
the National School Boards Association says.
'Eighty-two percent of 729 school districts
responding to an association survey said vio-

In the December 29 edition of THE ORLANDO SENlYZVEL,'Americans' prime years of
life may be the time they most need mental
health care, according to a government study
that found nearly half of all visits to psychiatrists are made by people ages 25 to 44.
'Of the 18.8 million visits to private psychiatrists every year, more than 9 million are
made by Americans in that age group, according to the study released Tuesday by the

BCCI

In an articlefrom the December 28 editionof
2H.E ORLANDO 2WWlNlX, 'A Saudi Arabian

financier and his associatehave paid $25 million
as part of an agreement with U.S. authorities to
dismiss charges they conspired to steal wer
$300 million from depositors in the failed Bank
of Credit and Commerce International.
'Under terms of the settlement announced
Monday by the Manhattan District Attorney's
office, the payment was made on behalf of
Sheik Khalid bin Mahfouz, former chief operating ofEcer of the National Commerical Bank
of SaudiaArabia, and Haroon Kahlon, a former
bank executive.
'BCCI was shut down by regulatorsaround
the world in July 1991 and is in liquidation.
'The bank, based in Luxembourg with its
main operations in London and the Cayman
Islands, was allegedly involved in a wide network of money laundering and other illegal
activities.
'All charges against Mahfouz have been
dropped in the case.
'There are other aspects of the investigation that are being pursued,' said Robert
Morgenthau, Manhattan district attorney.
'He added, There may be other indictments against other Americans.' '
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MORE BCCI
In an article appearing in the December
21 edition of THE NEW YORK TIMES, 'Abu
Dhabi's ruling family has filed a civil suit
seeking $9 billion in damages from the
managers of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International.
The complaint, brought in a court in the
Persian Gulf emirate, accuses those who ran
the institution until it was seized by bank
regulators in July 1991 of stealing from the
ruling family, one of the bank's biggest investors.'
SETI
In the January 14 edition of the DAILY
NEWS (Antelope Valley, CA), 'Three months
after Congress killed NASA's search for life on
other planets, the project was revived by milLions of dollars in private funds.
'Astronomers in the project said Wednesday they have raised $4.4 million of the $7.3
million they need to keep the quest going for
another year.
'
1 look forward to a day, perhaps not f a r off,
when we hear the first evidence proving we are
not alone in the universe,' said Frank Drake,
president of the SETI Institute, a private group
that organized the fund-raising campaign.
The institute will manage a more limited
version of SETI, which stands for search for
extraterrestrial intelligence.
'Donors included science-fiction writer
Arthur C. Clarke, Hewlett-Packard Co. cofounders David Packard and William Hewlett,
Intel Corp. co-founder and chairman Gordon
Moore, and Paul Men, co-founder of Microsoft
Corp.
'In early 1995, they plan to put highly
sensitive signal detectors a t the huge
Parkes radio astronomy observatory in
Austrmlim.'

ing that has shocked Canadian Jewish
leaders, New Brunswick's top court has
ruled teacher Malcolm Ross has the right
to hold anti-Semitic views.
'In a 2-1 ruling, the province's Court of
Appeal overturned a human-rights tribunal's
order of September, 1991, that banned Ross
from teaching at a Moncton junior high school.
'He was moved to a non-teaching position
following the order.
'Ross has written several books and pamphlets claiming there is a worldwide Jewish
conspiracy to undermine Christianityand that
the Holocaust was exaggerated.
'"I'he court ruled there was no evidence
Ross voiced his views in the classroom or used
his position to expound his views.
Writing the majority decision, Chief Justice William Hoyt said the court's task was to
'determine if the silencing of Mr. Ross's antiSemitic views is such an important public
objective that his constitutional rights to freedom of expression and speech can be ovemdden."
CML DEFENSE

In an article from the January 14 edition of
the DAlLY NEWS (Antelope Valley, CA), in an
article written by Keith Stone, The admitted
leader of a skin-head group and an accomplice
were sentenced Thursday to federal prisonsfor
using homemade bombs and ploting to spark
a race war by attacking an African-American
church.
'By sentencing Christopher Fisher, 20, of
Long Beach to the maximum term of eight
years and one month, U.S. District Court
Judge William Matthew Byrne Jr. said he
hopes to deter others from acting on- such
'crazy and distasteful ideas.'
'Carl Daniel Boese, 17, of Lake Arrowhead was sentenced to the maximum four
years and nine months for his role in the
attempted firebombing of a synagogue and
conspiracy to attack the First African Methodist Episcopal Church in South Central
Los Angeles."

In an article from the December 30 edition
of THE NEW YORK TlMES NATIONAL, 'Diplomats may debate and historians may argue,
but consumers have now spoken. The cold
war is over. The market for fallout shelters is
dead.
'So dead, in fact, that the Federal Trade
Commission will no longer try to regulate
manufacturers of fallout shelters and home
radiation-monitoring devices.
'Theyare reallyobsolete,'said Elaine Kolish,
assistant director for the agency's enforcement division.
'Federal officials said they did not keep
records on how many Americans built fallout
shelters, which were usually in basements or
installed underground in yards. Demand was
so brisk that in the early 1960s the trade
commission adopted guidelines for advertising shelters as well as radiation-monitoring
devices.
'But in 1992, when the commission asked
for public comment on whether the guidelines
were still necessary, it received only one response, from Robert D. Gallagher, president of
Nuclear Sources and Services, Inc. of Houston, a former maker of radiation monitoring
devices.
'You couldn't sell a fallout shelter or a
radiation instrument to the public ifyou promised immortality in your advertising,' Mr.
Gallagher told the commission.
'Dick Mankamayer, who owns and operates the Sunrival Center in McKenna, Washington, said he still sold severalfallout shelters
a year.
"It's not the hottest item we sell,' Mr.
Mankamayer said, 'but it's still available. There
has been a lot more interest around here since
t h e e been rattling their swords at the North
Koreans."

ANTI-SEMITIC

BOUNTY ON GUNS

SKINHEADS SENTENCED

In an article appeatingin the December 19
In a n article from the Canadian newspaper the NELSON DAILY NEWS (New edition of THE BAKERSFIELD cA.lYlWRMAN,
Brunswick),dated December 23, 'In a rul- dateline NEBRASKA-'Four-year-old Che

Olson wants a Ghostbustergun for Christmas,
but today, hell hand over one from his small
arsenal and get the $1 bounty in a gunamnesty program that includes toys.
'Grown-ups turninginrealgunswillget$50.
The toy guns, like the realones, willbe destroyed.
The toy gun collection-a fust in Omahais a symbolic gesture to promote awareness
among families of the hazards of guns and
violence, Major P.J. Morgan said.'
JTJVENILE REFORM
RECOMMENDATIONS

Here are key reoomrnendations from the Senate
Select Committee on Jwenile Justice Reform:

Parental responsibility
H Parents could be charged from $1 to $15 a
day when their child is placed in detention.
H Parents would be required to attend all
nile court proceedings, and those who don't show
up couM be held in contempt and sentenced.
Parents of a juvenile del~nquentcould be ordered to attend parenting classes and/or drug
counseling.
If a child under 16 is caught roaming the
streets M e at night, his or her parents could be
charged with neglect.
Parents of a chronic truant would be requlred
to pay legal fees for processing the case and would
be compelled to attend parenting classes.
H To receive welfare benefits, parents would be
required to attend parenting classes.

be-

Education
H Florida's legal dropout age would be raised
from 16 to 18.
H Expulsion of any student would be prohibited.
Every school district w'ouid have to have alternative schools to isolate and educate drsruptive students.
Teachers trying to forcefully discipline students would receive

Prevention

juvenile delinquents would4~$unded.:
Judges would get greater d i i \ k ' & n
a j ~ l e b a s e d b n ~ o f t h e "~
a Judges~ldgatarrthoAty~chargc,~
withcontempt0fcounen)IrsrrtaCrcaimdolF~
tempttoamaKlmumof8ixmQnths.~
*
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COST OF. CARE
(From the January 5 edition of the (London)FINANCIAL TIMES.)

flies below the Stars and Stripes atop the
helicopter hangar. The chopper pilots are
nicknamed ice pimtes. A sign in the hangar
humorously identifies them as 'a subsidiary of
Penguin Airlines. '
Now, I wonder what is really going on down
there. The PHOENIX JOURNAL SKELETONS
IN THE CLOSET #13 will give you some idea.
Truth & stranger than,fiction.
GANG CLOTHES
1x1an article h m the January 9 edition of the

DAILY NEWS (Antelope Valley, CA), written by

FINDERS INVESTIGATION

In an article appearing in the December
271January 3 edition of U.S. NEWS &I WORLD
REPORT, (page 30),"The case is almost seven

years old now, but matters surrounding a
mysterious group known as the Finders keep
growing curiouser and curiouser.
In early February 1987, an anonymous
tipster in Tallahassee, Florida, made a phone
call to police. Two 'well-dressed men' seemed
to be 'supe~vising'six disheveled and hungry
children in a local park, the caller said. The
cops went after the case like bloodhounds-at
least at fust. The two men were identified as
members of the Finders. They were charged
with child abuse in Florida. In Washington,
D.C., police and U.S. Customs Service agents
raided a duplex apartment building and warehouse connected with the group. Among the
evidence seized: detailed instructions on obtaining children for unknown purposes and
several photographs of nude children.
T h e more the police learned about the
Finders, the more bizarre they seemed. There
were suggestions of child abuse, Satanism,
dealing in pornography and ritualistic animal
slaughter.
'None of the allegations were ever proven,
however.
'One of the unresolved questions involves
allegationsthat the Finders are somehow linked
to the Central Intelligence Agency, Customs
Service documents reveal that in 1987, when
Customs agents sought to examine the evidence gathered by Washington, D.C. police,
they were told that the Finders investigation
h a s become a CIA internal matter."
(Refer to articles on pages 2 and 5 in this
issue of CONTACT.)
HOMELESS FAMILIES
In an article from the December 22 edition
of THE NEW YORK TlMES NATIONAL,' A new
survey of 26 major citiesfinds that the number
of families with children seeking food and
shelter has increased by 30 percent this year.

Susan Postema, 'Gaylene Van Zijll, dean of
students at Burbank (CA) High School, keeps a
needle and thread in her office in case students
need to take in or hem their baggy pants.
'Those studentswho are not nimble-fingered
have resorted to stapling their pants to comply
with a Burbank Unified School District policy
backed by state law that went into effect Jan. 1.
'The new law allows schools to suspend or
discipline students for wearing gang-related
clothing.
"The law has changed, which specifically
'While families made up 33 percent of the exempts gang-related attire from free-speech
homeless population last year, they account protection ,'said Burbank district Superintenfor 43 percent now, according to a report on dent Arthur Pierce."
the status of Hunger and Homelessness in
American Cities. The report was released today
DOLLY PARTON
by the United States Conference of Mayors."
In an recent column from a California
POINT MUGU GOES SOUTH
newspaper, Dolly Parton responded to a question about why her idea for a TV series about
In an article from the January 14 edition of a gospel singer was rejected. "Everybody's
the DALLY NEWS (Antelope Valley, CA), in an afraid to touch anything that's religious
article written by Mercer Cross, McMURDO because most of the people out here (HollySTATION, Antarctica-'Sometimes it'slike fly- wood) are Jewish, and it's a frightening
ing inside a giant pingpong ball. Pilots can't thing for them to promote Christianity."
tell where sky ends and land begins.
'At other times, then can see forever in the
IRS PAYMENTS
cleanest, driest, coldest air on Earth.
With almost no warning, a clear day can
In an article from the December 30 edition
become a zero-visibility white sheet. At all of the JOHNSON CITY PRESS (Michigan),"The
times, the pilots of Operation Deep Freeze, IRS is targeting lawyers who fail to report the
Antarctica's U.S. Naval Support Force, must sources of large cash payments from clients.
Defense attorneys say this violates client-lawbre ready for anything.
'This place will take your life in a heartbeat yer privilege.
"And it leaves those who paid cash vulnerif you don%pay attention,' says Lt. Dennis L.
Alston of Lake Charles, LA, a helicopter pilot. able to investigation, the lawyers said. That's
"'Deep Freeze is a 'one-of-a-kind' flight the point, according to the IRS.
The Internal Revenue Service defends the
service, boasts Capt. Jack Rector, its cornmander. The only passengers and cargo come crackdown, begun this month using its nafrom the National Science Foundation, the tional cash-tracking computers in Detroit, as
federal agency that oversees 'American re- part of its effort to find drug dealers and other
criminals who pay cash to hide illegal activities.
search on this frozen continent.,
"The issue is so contentious that officials of
'The workhorses of the operation are two
types of aircraft seven 1960s-vintage ski- the American Bar Association and the Naequipped, four-engine turboprop LC-130 Her- tional Association of Criminal Defense Lawcules transport planes and six twin-engine yers plan to meet next month with Justice
Department officials to air their grievances.
UH-1N Huey helicopters.
'The helicopters and most of the Hercs are
'Defense attorneys say they don't mind
manned by crews from Point Mugu Naval Air reporting the payments. What they balk at is
Station in Ventura County, (CA). National possibly jeopardizing the traditional privacy of
guardsmen from StrattonAir Base in Glenville, the lawyer and client relationship, in particuN.Y. are at the contols of the other Hercs.
lar since it could turn the IRS on to those
'Flights are scheduled around the clock clients named."
during austral summer-winter in the Northem Hemisphere-when the sun shines overVINCENT FOSTER
head 24 liours a day.
'Deep Freeze's home base is McMurdo, the
In a brief recent article appearing in the
logistical center for Antarctica's largest scien- newsletter RRR, Sara Barton states, 'From a
tific community. The skull and crossbones well-placed source in Memphis: Vincent
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Foster's wife Lisa (nee Braden), comes from
Memphis, and her family still lives there. AFter
the November election, a good friend asked
Lisa's sister Kathy whether Lisa was excited
about going to Washington. 'No,' Kathy replied, 'because of Vincent's ten-year affair with
Hillary Clinton."'

dismissal of claims by a n Indianapolis man
who contends Drug Enforcement Administration agents illegally took nearly $67,000 h m
him at Lambert Airport.
A
' three-judge panel of the 8th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ordered the DEA to retum the
money to Archie Glasgow or to begin new forfkture proceedings in federal co&"

marketing claims for vitamins, minerals and
herbs. The rules will take effect on July 1,
1994. As expected, the new rules, aimed a t
deterring false or unproven health claims,will
require that companies make only claims that
are backed by broad scientific consensus."

CYSCIC FIBROSIS

InanarticlehmtheDexember 18editionofthe
SAN FRANJBXMMW, 'Some doctors are

In an article fromthe December 31 edition of
the JOHNSON CTTYPRESS,"Adrugthat provides
the first new treatment of cystic fibrosis in 30
years was approved Thursday by the Food and
Drug Administration and will be available to
patients within a month."

accusingRussiannationalistMadimirZhirinovsky
ofusinghypnosisinmdioandTVad~tohelp
achieve success in lastSunda.y's election
'AsMement by thedoctors, qxwkdbythe RIA
n-CY,
=idqF==lC-b~
and

RUSSIAN TRANCE

ISRAEL AND PLO
In an article from the January 11 edition of
the (London)FINANCtAL TZMES,'Israel and the
Palestine Liberation Organization formally resumed suspended peace talks yesterday as
Syria, for the first time, welcomed the IsraeliPalestinian peace agreement as a first step
towards Middle East peace.
'Palestinian and Israeli negotiators met
after three weeks of bickering in the Egyptian
Red Sea resort of Taba to try to end a stalemate
over three main issues blocking implementation of the Palestinian self-rule agreement:
control over borders; the size of the West Bank
area of Jericho and security arrangements for
Jewish settlers.
'Syria, which has been critical of the Israeli-Palestinian peace accord, yesterday endorsed the agreement."

STAR BRIGHT
In an AP article appearing in the Janaury
15 edition of the SANTA aARBARA(CA) NEWS
PRESS, 'An international team of astronomers, which includesa UCSB professor, searching for the mysterious, missing dark matter of
the universe said Friday they have detected
three instances of stars suddenly becoming
brighter, suggesting the light is being magnified by MACHOS.
'MACHOS, or massive compact halo objects, are thought to be celestial bodies, perhaps the size of Jupiter, that are present in the
outer fringes, or the halo, of galaxies.
'Since they are not dense enough to ignite
the internal nuclear fires needed to become a
star and are far from any celestial light source,
MACHOSare dark and invisible to telescopeson

Earth."
Hmmm.
ELDERLY HOUSING

Number of singlefamily twneawners: 12.3 million
Number of mobile home ownqs: 1.1 million
Number of renters: 1.98 million
Number of low-income renters: 1.03 million
Percentage of homeowners ages 65-74: 81.3
Percentage of homeowners over 74: 73.2
Median home vaiue, 65-74: $60,680
Median home value, over 74: $54,340
Median home value, under 25: $40,760
Percentage of homeowners, whites: 79.9
Percentage of homeowners. blacks: 65.2
Percentage of homeowners, Hispanic: 62.9
Source: American Association of Retire? Persons

-

FEKI'ILITY UPROAR

Libend D e m m famous fm broadcasts on the
p a r a n d in the lak 1980s, amounted to mass
~

In an article h m the January 2 edition of
WESALTLAKE TRlBUNE(Ur),LONDON-'Controversy flared in Britain after Sunday newspapers reported that a new fertility treatment had
been developed in which eggs from aborted
fetuses could be used to help sterile women have
babies.
'7RE SUNDAY EXPRESS, in a fiont-page
report headlined ' B a b i e s h the dead row,'said
the world's first baby created h m a dead fetus
could be born within three years if the British
Medical Association's ethics committee gave the
go-ahead as expected next month.
'Disclosure of the new treatment-in which
eggs are taken from the ovaries of an aborted
female fetus, fertilized with sperm and then
implanted in the womb-intensified a debate
over the past week about the ethics of fertility
techniques."
Well, I guess so.
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MOUTH TO MOUTH
In a stmnger-than-fictionstory the January
1 edition of THE SPOKESMAN-REVIEW (Spokane, WA), T h e District of Columbia Fire
Department must allow a fuefighterto perform
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation even though he
is a carrier of the infectious disease hepatitis
B, a federal judge ruled.
'In an opinion that has enraged the District's
top public health officer, U.S. District Judge
Joyce Hens Green ruled that, under federal
disabilities law, the f r e department discriminated against the 33-year-old frefighter by
forbidding him to perform that part of his job.
'Hepatitis B is the fourth most common
sexually transmitted disease, after gonorrhea,
syphilis and AIDS. The virus causes flu-like
symptoms at hrst, but can be fatal because it
sometimesresults in liver cancer or liver failure."

SOVIET WEAPONS

RUSSIA & NAFTA
In an article from the December 24 edition of
the ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL (NM),Tens of
thousands of workers died while producing
chemical weapons in the former Soviet Union,
and about 1 million people live in contaminated
areas where cancer rates are high and many
babies are born sick or abnormal, Russian
scientists said Thursday.
'At a news conference, the scientists of the
independent Union for Chemical Safety detailed
the extensive ecological and medical damage
they say resulted from the Sovietchemicalweapons program, which remains largely a secret"
FDA & SUPPLEMENTS

In an article from the December 30 edition
of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by
Albert Karr, T h e Food and Drug Administration said it will allow claims that folk acid in
early pregnancy can reduce the threat of certain birth defects, but it ruled against a number
of other health claimsfor specificdietary supplements.
"The prohibited assertions include representations that dietary fiber and anti-oxidant
FEDS GET WRISTS SLAPPED
vitamins such a s beta carotene or Vitamin C
can prevent cancer or cardiovascular disease,
In an article from the December 30 edition and that fish oils can prevent heart disease.
of the ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL (NM), #AfedT h e FDAdecisionswere part of the agency's
eral appeals court on Tuesday reversed the announcement of broad new limitatians on

In an article appearing in the January 5
edition of the Canadian newspaper ZRE OTTAWA CllEEN,'A Russian ship, the NVAtikolay
G o l o m u , has taken the honors as 1994's first
ocean-going vessel to reach the Port of Montreal.
"Because it's the closest port of convenience for our ships, Montreal is Russia's
gateway to North America,' said Nikolai
Smirnoff.
"'And NAFI'A will open the door to new
economic opportunities for Russia through
Canadian cities."
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The baffle of my people in this place has
been one of great pain and assault-from
ignorance of ones perhaps, intentionally from
others. At times I present petition to the
Council to place our mission elsewhere because of the continuing harassment and demands. We shall wait patiently until such time
asdirectionsarebetterseenandpresentedta
my mission. I do state one thing for Dharma
and E.J.-I shall begin to lessen your load in
the constancy of such as the JOURNALS and
1/16/94 #l HATONIO
GREAT EGO CHEST-POUNDING AT A NEWLY the paper for my needs are great in the human
FOUND POSITION WILL BE SORELY DISAP- realm for other needs--and you have served
PATIENCE VS. INACTION
POINTED. Everything in my mission will be incredibly under the worst oftimes, my friends.
handled according to the highest and best I do not relinquish my Command nor YOUR
As we run through the entanglements of purposes and totally in silence as to 'great- COMMISSION. There is yet to confront the
each day there is always a tendency to ques- ness" or status beyond that of a 'barely mak- many dangling assaults of legal attacks and
tion definitions of terms. In this mode of ing il? suxvivor. If you cannot stand the heat security of operations.
experiencing you often find yourself stopping of THIS kitchen and the recipes required--get
Do you think that the adversary would not
'action" in your distorted perception that some- out of MY kitchen-NOW.
attack the hand-persons of God? Why do you
how 'patience" is 'inaction". Further, you
You all expect to SEE MIRACLES and ex- somehow think that YOU" are free of concern
express everything in your realm of control by pect this one or that one to present you with and that somehow 'you" are not able to be
your 'having". If you expect no more than that those miracles. You await wondrous things %adD? It is THAT very attitude which INwhichyouhave-youwillNEVERHAVEMORE. from one Gunther Russbacher-WHY? SURES THATYOU SHALL BE'HAD". We can
Every phase of lifestream has expectations Gunther was imprisoned and reduced to pure have great sport and fun over such as calling
toward which you must work and plan-AND, poverty by the ones he served. You have gotten me a 'nine-and-a-half-foot reptileD-but is it
also there will be the- ever ongoing need to be him freedom-if we are able to maintain it, hut really 'funnf in actuality? That is totally
and utilize to the best of steward~hip~that
some spread the word that somehow he is the insulting to YOU OF GOD! It is amusing; it is
which you have'as if there would never be resource for great riches, etc. No, what in the not 'funny and I have great compassion for
more. He who finds a way to achieve goals by world is the matter with you-we seekno focus the ones who play in that game for it is a game
the decisionsand plans FOR MORGwillsurely or attention and you ones bring great specula- of loss at all levels of possibilities. YOU ARE
have it. This does NOT MEAN 'by the means tion upon us. Some of you who 'chat" too THE CHILDREN OFTHE ONE LIGHT OF CREof another's toils".
much are from services wherein 'chattering" ATORHOLY IN YOUR PERFECTION AND
As decisions and harangues are thrust will get you, and your brother, deaded. If we REFLECTION EVEN IF YOU NOTE THE FALG
upon Dharma and E.J. in these recent days- cannot handle 'business" as business in re- ING SHORT OF HUMAN PERFECTION. GOD
BEFORETHEREIS ANYTHING TO DMDE OR sponsible confidence-then we shall not be IS NOT A REPTILE SO IN ACCUSING ME OF
MULTIPLY, 1find an interestingresponsefrom given of the Father's chattel and there will BEING A REPTILE--IS TO CALL GOD A REPDharma of, 'Leave me out of it, Father, and cease to be business.
TILE AND THUSLY, YOU.
This message is for the 'few" and not the
These ones who make great public humor
take it all away from me for I can labor, I cannot
bear the greed and duplicity of my brothers." many who serve every day in shortage of of this approach are the VERY ONES WHO
Well, it is the time of sorting and before the everything save abundantjoy and sharing but OFFER THEIR AUDIENCES LIES OF SURgood shall always come the demands and there are some who expect to 'gain greatly" VIVAL. These are the very ones who work with,
choices of those who feel that simply by their during refusal to accept the TRUTH of pres- closely with, ones who offer BAD business
'knowing you" there is somehow right of pas- ence. How can we bring persons necessary advice and intersperse themselves with comsage and, at the least, right of control and into a nest of 'takers" and 'thieves"? I do not mon thieves and criminals. It will all be there
riches. 'MY" abundance is something which like game-players in high places of any control for you to see and know, my friends, for some
shall not be handled lightly or by ones who do whatsoever--forthey earn nothing except dis- of them are the very ones who have efforted to
not serve God a s I serve God-without reserva- respect. I can work with ones who'doubt' and bring destruction upon you as my small team
tion. For those who would serve in this man- are willing to be shown-I have no interest or members. For instance, our egotistical Gritzis
ner and WORK in positive action while being expectations for those who simply have on- now being openly ADVERTISED as working
PATIENT, so shall come the JUST rewards of going games for good advantage. There is no with (by)one Gary Anderson et al. in 'trusts"
such service and patience. Responsibility group here in which to have hierarchy of and other financial protection ploys as outlaid
by him and his buddies. Well, a lie from a liar
required NO FUNDING!
importance.
I am asked as to %hf we then do not at is but food of fools. I could not conjure better
I have noted ones now planning and sharing up that which is not yet even present. least have some spiritual gatheringssuch as a lessons by example than that which these ones
Some of you who have talked too much and church? Why? Can you not find spiritual are giving unto you. Anyone who would steal
promised too much will find me an angzy Truth without another's opinions? Why can from a partner as did Mr. Anderson FROM ALL
stcward when the toys are passed out on you not gather into social groups offriendsand OF YOU RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW, is that
which has brought disgrace and destruction
receiving day. I have ones who actually think LIVE YOUR TRUTH OF GOD?
they will garner great positions and places of
on the places and 'man" created. These ones
who
take from a brother to bring gain unto
wealth and power by simply showing up or
l3@aE!
supporting ones who work in my senrice.
selves are worse than the reptilian v i p e e f o r
Nope, each one of whom I speak at this writing
Do I become a legendary %got" of sorts in in the snake is no deceit-he is what he is and
has had opportunity to attend every meeting, my pmjections of that which I say are God's nothing more. A man in that stature is less
-erg lesson and have every bit of instruc- LAWS? YES, if that is what you wish to &an anything presented in development of
ti-hoosing
not to partake except in the describe my stance as being. I make every environment and physical consciousness. To
abundance. NOTHING HAS CHANOED FROM allowance for soul presence and even ignorant do these things under the deceit of claiming
DAY ONE-WE HAVE A MISSION, A GREAT opinions to a point wherein I find refusal to 'Jesus Christ" IS MORE DESPICABLE THAN
MISSION BUT LIMITED TO NEEDS, AND I consider possibilities. I KNOW THATOFWHICH ALL OTHER CHARADES.
Do we go do baffle with these darkness
HEAD THAT MISSION. ONES WHO PRO- I SPEAK-and I respect your 'opinionsD-that
DUCE AND DO NOT FOLLOW ME OR THE does not mean I 'have ton consider your ap- dwellers? Certainly not-we simply place the
TRUTH I BRING SHALL GARNER ONLY THAT proach, your opinions as to actions taken, or LIGHT OF TRWH and discovery before them
WHICH IS REWARD FOR DIRECT SERVICE. your 'druthers" in anything that I d e v e and upon them at every turn of their slithering
pathway, respond as required and MOVE ON
HE WHO SHALL TAKE AND GO FOKL'H WlTH being in total service to God Creator.

Pati en,ce v s I na ti n
Perspective On The Mission
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in positive service unto GOD-judging not, and expressing before moving into contractual WOULD I MAKE MORE AVAILABLEFOR YOUR
discerning all and acting in constant presence idiocy. Ifyou want more from a mate than from USE WHEN YOU DO NOT A'ITEND THAT
of LIGHT and open truth. Evil will not move a friend-you have the WRONG NEEDS AND WHICH I HAVE MADE FOR YOUR USE AND
into the revelation of LIGHT-for it must be fed INTENT! THIS KIND OF RELATIONSHIP RE- PURPOSE? PONDER lTFOR INTHESE DAYSand nurtured by deceit and hidden agenda- QUIRES NO VOWS OF MARRIAGE, NO PHYSI- THESE SHALL BE THE JUDGMENTS OF ACever fearing discovery by ye who dwell within CAL CONNECTIONS, NO PAPERS OR DE- TION WHICH I AM REQUIRED TO ATTEND IN
MANDWUST THE ALLIANCE OF TRUTH IN THE PLACING OF MYTEAM IN RESPONSIBLE
the circles of Light.
E.J. h a s pointed out that you ones who SPIRITUAL MUTUALITY. I FIND THIS NOT POSITIONS.
I s it not enough to attend the courts as the
believe to move in this valley somewhere 'out AMONG MY OWN SMALL TEAM.
w
I
would
move
away
assaults
continue against the Ekkers? No, it
Would
this
mean
that
from the others , deceive selves. You are
sitting ducks for attack and capture-right to from you who might 'fall short"? No, it does, is not, for if you would act in responsibility of
destruction and loss of position within the however, mean that you who continue to delib- information and writings, demands and conrealms of our senrice. If you do not remain erately 'fall short" will probably move away frontation as 'CITIZENSw, it would never have
close to one another while the assaults are from me-some remain in my circle to 'show come to such confrontations in 'fucedmcourts.
afoot (which will ever be henceforth) then there mew right now. It is sad for it does 'show mew But YOU have to do-you have to act and
is no way to protect you-for you have chosen but I think what is 'shown" is not what is follow through-for what do you wait? This,
to relinquish the protection whether or not you intended by the sender in the game of 'get too, is not for ALL; I have been offered by ones
to actually purchase the lot which causes the
are in realization of same. If you choose to do Hatonn" or Hatonn's agents.
I am going to ask you something very confrontation-but the purchase of the lot IS
these things in spite of my warnings-you
PROVE that you do not senre me nor believe bluntly: IS DHARMA PERHAPS HATONN? Is NOTTHE POINT, can you not see? It may come
me- and I will tell YOU-you will NOT BE Gunther Russbacher perhaps actually myself to that to allow our wdrk to get done but IT IS
PROTECTED. It is time you each make your in presentation of acceptable form? Is it that NOT THE PROBLEM! Until you go after the
decisions and choices of service OR physical I am Eustace Mullins or E.J. Ekker? HOW DO ones who are the problem and reveal their
human 'druthers w. You become involved with YOU KNOW? WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER I evil-you will have no rest in the garden, my
persons and things and lose your ability to BE IN PRESENTATION? SOMEONE YOU friends. Paying infinitely to lawyers will not do
remain within the circle of protection and KNOW OR DO NOT KNOW? 'HOW" DO YOU it-for therein lies the assurance of evil's sucFOR EXAMPLE: HAVE YOU cess. But from the 'law' can you know your
unless your 'examplew is one of truth accord- KNOW?
ing to perception of God's Laws and Truth- TREATED DHARMA IN EVERY WAY AS IF actions which will give success. HOW LONG
you are NOT OF GOD-you are only a broken SHE HOLDS ALL KEYS TO THE KINGDOM WILL YOU WAIT? Oh, you think you have no
reflection ofhow you %ant it to bew. Hard? No, OF GOD AHD WOULD WANT TO OFFER important ideas or power? FORGET THAT
just required. I do not simply ask or demand THEM UNTO YOU FOR PASSAGE AND RE- OLD D RIVEL-YOU GOT GUNTHER
that you live as I 'say"-I REQUIRE THAT IF WARD? HOW ABOUT ANDY? HOW ABOUT RUSSBACHER OUT OF PRISON AND HE
YOU SERVE WITH ME-YOU LIVE AS I LIVE-- LUKE AND TYLER, ALYSSA AHD OUR UN- WAS WANTED BY THE ELITE TO REMAIN IN
TO THE VERY BEST OF YOUR CAPABILITY- BORN BABES. HOW ABOUT UPEAHUT"? DO PRISON OR IN DEATH FOREVER! THE PEN
YOURCAPABILITY BEING FULLPERFECTION YOU TREAT HIM WITH THE RESPECT AS IF IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD, MY
SAVE FOR YOUR UNWORTHY THOUGHTS HE WERE "ME"? Why not? You expect me to FRIENDS, AND UNTIL YOU ARF WILLING TO
AND ACTIONS. WITH YOU OF MY TEAM- treat each ofyou'as if and without demand of PUT YOUR NAME ON A LINE AND TAKE UP
THOSE ACTIONS ARE DELIBERATE IN EV- presentment. Remember, you who might be in THE PEN-YOU SHALL FOREVER BE IMMOERY I1OSTANCE-rertardleu of that which a room with me or simply reading a message as BILIZED BY THE THREAT OF THE EMFW
your lips wesent for the others to see and typed and presented-my words are for the SWORD! YOU WANT GOD TO PUT HIS NAME
hear. If you would take from another that multitude--NOTTHE ONE! If you be without ON THE LINE FOR YOU-WHEN WILL YOU
which i s not your-it i s against God. If you error in action and perception-you have noth- PLACE YOUR FOOT AND NAME TO THE LINE
bed another man's wife, it is against God. You ing over which to be annoyed in this state- FOR GOD?
ones can make any 'claimsw and 'bend rules" ment-DO YOU?
You claim to want spiritual input and less
all you wish-IT DOES NOT MAKE THE EXWell, be glad I am not Dhaxma as such for dreary and terrible focus on worldly blight?
AMPLE UNTO OTHERS THE ONETO FOLLOW without me in differentiation, she would sim- Really? Are you sure? If you think I am harsh
AND IF YOU CANNOT FOLLOW YOUR OWN ply calla halt to this old game and go home and on matters of evil and earth-ways--just wait
EXAMPLE-YOU BRING EVIL INTO THE PER- you ones could go struggle with George Green. until I tell you how it IS in spiritual TRUTH!
CEPTIONS OF OTHERS WHO WATCH AND I a m constantly interested to note that you who
Gritzsaid that you can'buy a ticket aboardw!
EFFORT TO DISCERN.
hear so graciously from this liar and thief, do Well, if that is the perception of Col. Gritz, get
What another does i s not 'your' problem not respond to him! Why do you not respond on your knees and thank GOD THAT THERE
but one who will not live that which he claims to him? Do you somehow believe his assaults WAS WISDOM ENOUGH TO TAKE HIM OUT
to be, is not worthy of anything save censure. and lies? Do you wish no responsibility? Why OF THE RUNNING FOR LEADERSHIP! Hell
YOU KNOW OFTHAT WHICH I SPEAK-EACH should Ekkers longer deal with this dreary have to use the 'cheap seatsw, he said; well, it's
SEPARATE ONE. IF YOU TAKE NOT THE thieving cheat?
'my" ship and he may well fmd NO SEAT AT
WHOLE OF THAT WHICH IS OFFERED IN
I am not bringing this always into the ALLAS HEIS GOING ABOUTHIS WORKINGS.
WISDOM-LOOK NOT WITH LONGING AT conversations for confrontation to reprimand, As h e lives one example, claims another and
THAT WHICH IS THE SUPREME GIFT FROM demand or otherwise-I WANT YOU TO LOOK thwarts goodness while backing evil actions at
GOD-FOR YOU ARE IN REFUSAL.
WITHIN AND SEE WHY YOU DO NOT PUT A the expense of God's peoplo-he presents acIn all this message I have not said-wear a STOP TO THE LIES AND THEFTS! YOU!! This tual manifestation of the LIE that has depious face or movement-that is LIE! Human is not for Dharma and E.J.-they are the ones stroyed the spiritual TRUTH for mankind. I
is EXPRESSION OF LIFE-and if you cannot who have provided that which can give you life ask that all of you remember somean
express in God's open manifestation without and abundance. They have asked for and is mortal! I don't care what man to which you
lying and wearing a falsely pious appear- gotten, nothing save headaches and a joy of refer! Jesus Christ was MOKTAL. HE PROVED
ance-forget my brotherhood-for you have mission served-in worthiness. You have al- IT TO YOU! SOUL IS IMMORTAL and I suggest
refused the lessons of God. Look carefully at lowed my very books of Truth to be held in that when a man begins to think that he is
the adversary who would immortal in his conscious adventures--hehad
your own 'track recordw and that of another hostage for y-by
with whom you share or would share your very have all silence on Truth. Why do you not, as best be most careful for that which p r e m e d
existen-how do you add u p in the Wsdomw a team circle of worthy .receivers, GO GET his life for later use by God-may well have
and 'successm departments?? If you are mar- THOSE BOOKS AND ASSETS THATTHIS MAN been removed. Two things happen in that
ried, how is your relationship? Is it Oodly-or HAS STOLEN FROM YOU? Dharma and EJ. instance, the phyaical body is vulnerable to
convenient for the physical expression? Ifit be gave away the assets TO YOU-must they pay death and destruction--AND the soul essence
Godly it will be ALL. If you dupe another or be and repay and give and regive and then go must pick u p activitiesin 1
where the
duped by another- you need a lot of learning solve all the riddles and puztles ALSO? WHY body dumped it out! In some instances of
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further expression of soul. it would be more GOD! WHAT HAVE I DONE TO MERIT SUCH
COMFORTABLE if there was actually death of JUDGMENT? FROM WHOM? IT IS MOST
the soul also for it is the failing of soul which EVIDENT THAT THOSE WHO SPOUT SUCH
brings W t e sorrow or glory-the physical AUTHORITY WITNESS ONLY LIES AND IF
expression is nothing! 'Deny me and I shall ANYONE LISTENING AND KNOWETH GODdeny you before my Father," said the Lord God SEES AND HEARS THE LIE. FURTHER, IF
ANYONE HAS READ ANY WRITINGS OF MY
Christos. It is worthy of note.
Gritz further says to his listening audience OWN-THE LIES PRESENTED ARE EVEN
that 'God i s a she--Doris Ekker.' Oh? Well, MORE EVIDENT AND BLATANT. I AM NOT IN
then, all of you better go back to the early HUMAN FORM-I TRAVEL WITH JESUS THE
paragraphs of this writing, had you not? How- CHRIST-AND TO SAY I HAVE CLAIMED OTHever, to rest Mr. Gritz's foolish showing of ERWISE IS STUPID INDEED. SOMETIMES
ignorance, I would remind all of you that GOD THE ELEVENTH HOUR IS TOO LATE1
IS ALL-THAME
T ANS 'ALL-.
Whatever
Ones such as Col. Gritz have diarrhea of
Dharma (DorisEkker) may claim in her work- the mouth in authority of God's coming, God's
IT IS HOT THAT SHE I8 GOD. Rom whom experiences, the end being at hand, and on
do your preachers, and even Mr. W t z , and on ad nauseam. HOW DO YOUTHINK HE
cldm to h e u in spirit? Oh, is it that if you THINKS GOD IS COMING? WOULD GOD
h e u Jesus or God within that you somehow COME WITHOUT WARNING? AH INDEED?
CLAIMTOBE WDORJESUS? How ignorant NO, HE WOULD NOT! HE HAS PROMISED
can a supposedly self-styled authority be?? In THE HOSTS AND ANGELS OF THE WARNING
fact Col. Gritz AND Mr. Green, Mrs. Green, et AND 'WAND MR. GRITZ HAVE DECIDED
al. claim to receive messages and instructions, HOW IT WILL BE--WELL, IT WONT BE THAT
speakingsand s h a r i n g h m this'Jesus Christ'. WAY, GOOD BUDDIES. So, will you travel with
Do I suppose that Gritz IS Christ? By his own me who offers Goodness asthe ONLY pathway to
words, then, he MUST consider that HE IS sure survivaland p a s s a g d R , will you go with
JESUS, IF HE CLAIMS CONNECTIONS. I do the 'authority" of self-styled know it alls, who
not, however, blame Sir Gritz, Green or any of practice not even that which is presented as the
those who toss stones a t my messagesWHY laws of God? These ones do not even live their
DO ONES CONTINUE TO ASK SUCH QUES- own toutjngs but deceive their listeners for their
TIONS OF THEM? If people cannot discern own comfort and gain. So be it, citizens of man,
and recognize TRUTH-why would the opin- for the clock of evolvement is ticking.
May the remainder of your days of manifesions of 'ANY ONE" make a whit of difference?
You cannot judge my being on anything less tation hold WISDOM and REASON-for therein
than the WHOLE and if you have no time to lies the path within TRUTH. So be it-to each
find the truth in that which I bring forth-YOU his own. I offer my hand in giving-I can do no
HAVE NO BASIS UPON W H I C H T J
~ UDGE OR more and I shallnot ask more of my people.
DISCERN ANYTHING--MUCH THE LESS- Salu.
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After CCShocks
" Of The Recent
Los Angeles Earthquake
=

wanting to have your lives interrupted for one THAT WE HAVE NOTBEEN PLAYING GAMES
single moment.
WITH YOU AND WE HAVE NOT BEEN WRITWell, precious ones, guess whatl Your lanet ING ALL THIS INFORMATION TO FRIGHTEN
has other ideas, and now YOU are going, I ear,to YOU OR TO SOUND AS DOOMSDAY PROPHsufferthe~nsequencesof~ourchol~s~ Em.WE KNEWTHESE EVENTS WERE COMYour own scientists are now telling you ING AND TRIED TO IMPN?I"EIEKNOWLEDGE
ones that this earthquake of today did nothing UNTO YOU ONES SO THAT YOU WOULD BE
to relieve the stresses which have been build- PREPARED AGAINST THIS SORT OF THING!
I AM NOW ONLY REVIEWINGTHATWHICH
ing
h up all~along the
l San~Andreas
~ Fault;~rather,,
it has added to the already bulging stored YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY BEEN TOLD, HOPenergy of this giant fracture.
ING THATTHERE ARE AT LEAST A FEW WHO
Today, your own seismologistswere warning ARE FINALLY GOING TO PAY AITENTION TO
that a GREAT EARTJ3QUAK.Eof 8.0 or greater is THAT WHICH WE ARE ABOUT!
far ast due in this -, and that within the next
PERISH IF YOU WILL, HOWEVER, IT IS
~
h
n or greater is also due OUR DESIRE THAT AS MANY OF
an 8.0
SURto strike the sari F-c~B~
VIvE AS POSSIBLE! THAT IS OUR TASK.
That flurry of small e
quake activity THAT IS OUR MISSION: TO GET AS MANY OF
which preceded the event of today should have YOU THROUGH THIS ALIVE AND AS WELL A S
been am le warning to any who have bothered IS POSSIBLE.
to read t.Ee material which has been presented
WE CANNOT, HOWEVER, BEATYOU OVER
previouslythat asiNcant seismic event was THE HEADS. WE CAN ONLY CONTINUE FOR
m the very near future for California.
A SHORT WHCLETO GET YOUR ATTENTIONNow your scientists are scurrying to find BUT WE CMNOT M D WILL HOT FORCE
out everything that they can about this newly YOU ONES INTO ACTION1 THAT CHOICE,
discovered fault. Moreover, if they are truly DEAR ONES. MUST BE YOURS AND YOURS
thorough in their studies, h e y a& going tb ALONE!
1/17/94# l SOLTEC
The fault that caused all the nastv trouble
discover MANY OTHER s m d faults that lie
Good evening,Toniose Soltec, present in and beneath the entire Los Angeles Basin area. today is known, in your terms, as a 'reversewith the Radiant Light of Holy God of Creation. These small faults have never been considered thrusr fault. Basically, it is a fracture where
Yes, it has been a bit of a stretch since last we sat any real threat by most-yet, as we wrote in the one section of land overrides another section of
towrite, however, the eventsofthis day in the Los past, THESE ARE THE ONES WHICH YOU land in an upward thrusting motion. That is
Angeles area have rom ted this scribe, Kali, to HAD BE'ITER BE WATCHING, FOR THEY ARE what occurred in Los Angeles today. A section
request some worfs to ge given forth to those GOING TO BE YOUR EARLY WARNING INDI- of land lurched forward between two and three
who are in a state of shodc and confusion-for CATORS FOR GREATER ACTIVITY ALONG feet within a time period of ap roximately ten
seconds. The other thirty to orty seconds of
there are many in that place who are in such a THE LARGER FAULTS.
It is not over by a long shot in this area and, motion was the resultant waves of released
state this ev
An e a r t h 3 e of magnitude 6.6 struck if you have noted, THERE WERE ALSO earth- ener which radiated out from the focal point
this morning at 4:31 A M . Pacific Standard quakes reported out of the states of W a s w - and ack again.
There have continued, throughout the day
Time, along a small, until now unknown fault. ton and Ore on this same da , as well as m
That is, it was unknown to your scientists until Northern ~ a f f o m i a .Chelas, ese are indica- and evening, to be aftershocksfrom this eventthis time. However, if you ones will recall that tions that the Pacific Plate lurched forward a a t this counting, the aftershocks are in the
several months ago, we wrote that man undis- goodly amount (estimated two to three feet) SEVERAL HUNDREDS, with several ofthese in
covered smaller faults have formed eneath and slammed into that little Juan de Fuca the 5.0 to 5.5 range! You can expect this same
the Los Angeles area and these would be those Plate off of the coast of Washington and Or- action to continue for well into the next 72
which would precipitate great problems once egon. We have also written extensively on this hours, or longer.
The eater problem, as we see it, is the
this cycle of Earth changes got mto full swing. sub'ect in the ast.
gome builCrmgs in the immediate area of area of e San Andreas Fault which has been
Welcome to 1994, chelas, and the year
which will be looked back upon as the year it the epicenter jumped from their foundations in a locked-up state for many, many years.
a s much as six feet one direction and then six That section of the Fault was lmpacted today
all began to come undone.
For months upon months we have been feet in the opposite direction. You have exten- by the movement of the land, and added YET
attempting to reach those of you who insist sive damage to your freeway systems, your FURTHER stored energy to that locked-up
upon continuing to remain in these volatile power s stems, your phone systems and a segment. How much pressure can it withareas and, in the ast year, look at that which multitu e of businesses of all sizes. Fires and stand before it blows? I would say that it is 'ust
you have endures the riots and their result- floods occumd in widespread areas due to the about at its maximum capacity-so stan by,
ant fres, the flooding of 1992, the wild fires of severing of water and gas mains. This night IT IS NOT OVER BY A LONG SHOT!
We need to get this off the machine and get
1993 and now you are going to be@ a series there are well over 600,000people without
power and man thousands are in the streets it into the works. I have nothing more to add
of earthquakes and shiftings in this place.
Your planet is in the rocessof a cleansing at or in ublic she ters or with friends and fami- a t this time, but we will remain a t standby.
PAY ATTENTION to your inner feelings,
eles is lies- ecause either their residences are unpresent, and that place own as Los
m dire need of the cleansin for it is a p ce of safe to reenter or these ones are simply fearful chelas, for many of you have anticipated this
event. However, many of you have misintermuch greed, lust, rnateriafkm, self-indulgent of returning home.
People were standing in lines to enter su- preted your promptings, while others have
egotisticat ways and unsavoxy deeds of every
are connected to
h d . You oI.res have not listened to the gentle permarkets to purchase water, canned goods simply ~gnoredthem.
nudgings and teachings which have been pour- and batteries. All these items are those which your planet in a symbiotic relationship, a d
ing forth for years now, so your planet is gorng to we have tried to hammer over and over and that which YOU experience is in direct propasget our attention one way or the other. You were over again to have ready for use-for you have tion to that whlch your planet experiences and
to1 that you could choose to learn your lessons been told that this day was soon upon you. vice versa. Do not ignore those inner
Am I trying to rub salt into the open wounds romptings and nudgings--for they shall not
either the easy w a or the dif5cult way. It would
appear that the atter has been chomnl
by reminding you ones of all that you have ail you in a time of need, regardless of what
You have received warning u on warning been told? NO! I AM MERELY Al'TEMPTING that situation might be.
Toniose to standby. Salu.
and still you continue in your o d ways, not TO GET YOUR A'ITENTION AND TELL YOU

Geez...talk about coming in "just under
the wire D with a writing for press!
This writing b y Commander C e r e s
Anthonious ("Toniose ") Soltec, head of all
geophysical activities related to planet
we
Earth-Shanjs transition, amved
had already completely finished putting
together this week's CONTACT.
~
~
~it had~to get ~included~
somehow- because of its timely subject
and
We made
For you genuinely concerned readers
who are causing our telephones to collapse
in exhaustedfits
of nervous ringing, we are
thankfil to report that ALL of the local
Tehacha~i#ground crew l is alive and
after the serious 'wake-up' quake early
this morning emanating from Los Angeles,
and there has been NO real damage around
here to speak of...except maybe to nerves!
Thank you for asking...and let u s all s a y
a little prayer for those in Los Angeles.
-- Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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